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ABSTRACT
Different forms of cancer have been widely studied and documented in various studies
across the world. However, there have not been many similar studies in the developing
countries - particularly those on the African continent (Parkin, et al., 2005). This thesis
seeks to uncover the geo-demographic occurrence patterns of the disease by applying
three Data mining Techniques, namely Logistic Regression (LR), Neural Networks
(NNs) and Decision Trees (DTs), to learn the underlying rules in the overall behaviour
of breast cancer. The data, 3,057 observations on 29 variables obtained from four cancer
treatment centres in Libya (2004-2008), were interrogated using multiple K-folds cross
validation. The predictive strategy yielded a list of breast cancer predictor factors
ordered according to their importance in predicting the disease. Comparison between
our results and those obtainable from conventional LR, NN and DT models shows that
our strategy out-performs the conventional variable selection. It is expected that the
findings from this thesis will provide an input into comparative geo-ethnic studies of
cancer and provide informed intervention guidelines in the prevention and cure of the
disease, not only in Libya but also in other parts of the world.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Different forms of cancer have been widely studied and documented in various studies
across the world. Ames et al (1995), Little (2001) and Jerez-Aragones et al (2003)
investigated the patterns of breast cancer spread in the United States on the basis of
sampled demographic data combined with breast cancer mortality rates among women
and just like in some other studies they uncovered geographical, age, gender and racial
patterns. However, not as many studies have been carried out in the developing
countries. Parkin et al (2005) reported that documented cancer statistics are particularly
low on the African continent. Hence there is a pressing need for a thorough study of
cancer predisposing factors across the continent. Fighting the spread of life-threatening
diseases and providing cost effective remedies is a global priority.
This thesis focuses on the prevalence of breast cancer on the African continent and
seeks to investigate the geographical patterns of the disease, assess and evaluate current
predictive models used in predicting its occurrence and develop and/or enhance breast
cancer predicting models. It specifically focuses on understanding the geo-demographic
patterns of occurrence and development of the disease as a basis for informed
intervention in its prevention and cure. Hence, its main goal is to gain a deeper
understanding of the factors causing cancer, occurrence and development of the disease
as basis for intervention for prevention and cure. Using domain-partitioning techniques logistic regression (LT), decision trees (DT) and neural networks (NN), the thesis seeks
to attain efficiency in modelling the disease conditions and assessment of the
performance of the models on the available data on breast cancer.

1.2 Motivation of research
The study is motivated by the current global situation of breast cancer and the
methodologies used in collecting, analysing and sharing data and knowledge relating to
the disease. More specifically, it is motivated by the scope, geographical and ethnic
aspects of the disease and how much is known about it. Kerr et al (2007) report that the
disease worldwide is responsible for more than 7 million deaths yearly; more than
malaria, TB and HIV/AIDS combined. In the developing world, the number of new
cancer cases will increase significantly over the next ten years. Also, Kerr et al state that
African countries will have over a million new cancer cases a year and they are the least
able of all developing countries to cope, having fewer cancer care services. By 2020
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there would be 15 million new cases of cancer every year, 70% of which will be in
developing countries, where governments are least prepared to face cancer and where
survival rates are often less than half those of more developed countries. (Gonzaga,
2010)
Worldwide, more than one million new cases of female breast cancer are diagnosed
each year. It is the most commonly occurring neoplasm in women, accounting for over
one-fifth of the estimated annual 4.7 million cancer diagnoses in females, and the
second most common tumour, after lung cancer, in both sexes. It is also the most
common female cancer in both developing and developed countries, with most (55%)
occurring in the latter regions, where age-standardised rates are three times higher than
in developing areas (Bray et al 2004).
According to Kruger and Appelstaedt (2007), breast cancer is rising within the lower
socio-economic groups in Africa and may in the medium term become a problem for the
African population. Although treatment is often considered to be connected to primary
prevention, it has been estimated that between 2000 and 2020 approximately 10 million
patients will die of cancer in Africa. Mortality rates are higher in Africa than in richer
world regions and improved access to known effective therapy, efficiently delivered,
would, therefore, save lives. They also reports that breast cancer also occurs in younger
African women more than in other parts of the world.
Various methods have been used in analysing breast cancer data. For instance, Gilliland
et al (2001) use logistic regression to investigate breast cancer risk in Hispanic and nonHispanic white women in the United States, and they found that the effect of physical
activity were larger among premenopausal Hispanic than non-Hispanic white women.
Also, they found that the overall protective effects of physical activity were larger in
Hispanic than non-Hispanic white women.
Expectations are that findings from this study will help decision and policy makers
across the African continent and beyond. The review of the modelling techniques is
expected to add to a portfolio of tools and techniques used in modelling the disease
worldwide. It follows therefore that further research based on accurate data collection
and analysis is still required.
Our study has some methodological limitations. The quantitative approach uses a
questionnaire; it provides a wide scope for investigation, but perhaps less so for detailed
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explanation, whereas a qualitative focus would be narrower but more exhaustive. Also,
Libya is a country huge in area, and centres for treatment are situated in the north;
patients only come to centres for treatment and do not stay there. Thus it is very difficult
for the researcher to interview them. Information was taken from their folders, and if
any data were missing, we posted a questionnaire or called them. Every effort has been
made to ensure the inclusion of all relevant information regarding the patients’ cases
and control in this research.

1.3 Research questions and study objectives
This study sets off from the current state of knowledge and practice in identifying
factors causing breast cancer seeks to answer the following research questions:
7. Are breast cancer predictor factors the same across the world? To answer this
question we look at the geo-demographics of breast cancer predictor factors with
particular attention to the African continent (using Libya as a case study).
2. How can we enhance breast cancer predicting models? To answer this question we
explore the performance o f three common models: LR, DT and NN.
The study’s main objectives of can be summarised as follows:
1. To explore the theoretical and practical aspects o f the literature based on previous
cancer studies in order to understand the range o f models used by previous breast
cancer researchers and the factors associated with the disease.
2. To use insight gained from objective 1 to develop predictive models appropriate
fo r estimating risks o f developing breast cancer by women with given
characteristics, determining risk o f re-occurrence o f the disease in a patient who
has recovered with treatment, and other aspects o f the disease.
3. To provide breast cancer findings from the same cultural background, Libya, as a
comparative input into the global geographical distribution o f breast cancer.

1.4 Contribution to knowledge and benefits to society
The research shows how the models are applied to breast cancer data from Africa. Since
there is no evidence in the literature of these models being used in Africa, the modelling
results from this research will be a significant contribution to the statistical analysis of
cancer data in Africa. Work on Objectives will contribute useful new knowledge on the
structure of breast cancer datasets from different regions of Libya, which will support
further research and modelling of the disease throughout Africa and in other developing
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countries. The geographical comparisons of data/results from the different regions are
also further contributions to knowledge.
In addition, our research would be useful to professionals and researchers in the field of
breast cancer research worldwide, especially in non-developed countries.
It is expected that the results will help determine appropriate approaches for preventing
and treating the disease in different regions of Africa for different groups of patients.
More specifically, it will facilitate the selection of appropriate models and techniques
for analysing the data on breast cancer to be used in future studies. The main
government which would benefit from our research is Libya, since our study would
provide the policy makers with important information to enable them to design better
strategies to fight the disease. On the other hand, The World Health Organization
(WHO) would definitely use the results of our research and add it to the database of
breast cancer research in the African continent. Moreover, our research will be a
reference to those researchers who are interested in investigating the effect of
geographical, environmental, and ethnic risk factors on developing breast cancer
disease. Finally, the research results could be presented in many international
conferences, or as published papers in professional Journals.

1.5 Structure of thesis
The thesis is divided into seven chapters. The first chapter presents an introduction to
our study and provides the motivation for carrying out the study on breast cancer. The
chapter also clarifies the main objectives of the study and the research questions.
Chapter two explores the literature and reviews previous work done by other researchers
in modelling breast cancer. Chapter three describes the research methodology adopted
in the study, the modelling approaches and techniques used - namely, the Bayesian,
cross-validation and data mining techniques such as Logistic Regression, Neural
Network and Decision Trees - and outlines our main strategy for variable selection.
Chapter four presents data analysis - exploratory and strategic, Chapter five devoted to
further Analysis of data: 2-stage modelling and finally, chapter seven provides
summarises and evaluates the work; outlines its contribution and limitation and makes
recommendations for further work.
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The main purpose of the current chapter is to explore the background of factors
predicting breast cancer, which in turn will provide insights into the prevention and cure
of the disease. Consequently, this demonstrates a plan to avoid these factors or at least
to minimize them as much as possible. This explains the importance of exploring the
factors causing breast cancer. If we can precisely detect these factors, then we will be
able to fight the disease effectively. There is another reason behind exploring risk
factors causing breast cancer, which is a life threatening disease. Breast cancer, as the
highest occurring cancer among women, is a major health burden worldwide, causing
over one million of the estimated 10 million cases diagnosed worldwide each year in
both sexes, and the primary cause of cancer deaths among women globally. Due to it,
375,000 deaths occurred in the year 2000 (Bray et al, 2004). Numerous breast cancer
risk factors have been widely studied in different combinations, as summarised below.

2.2 Demographical risk factors
Of all the risk factors, gender has emerged as the most significant predictor of breast
cancer; although men can get breast cancer, women account for more than 99% of all
breast cancer cases.1 Amir et a l (1996) reported that In an African population, the
occurrence of this cancer is high. The male/female ratio in Tanzania is 1:14 (0.071).
This narrow ratio does not differ significantly in the majority of sub-Saharan African
countries, the overall ratio being 0.0143 (Cl = 0.0317-0.877).2 Another important
predictor of breast cancer is age. According to Katapodi et al. (2005), the lifetime risk
of a woman getting breast cancer is usually estimated at one in eight, but this probability
does increase with age. Further, the difference in probability levels over the lifespan
range is from one in 233 between the ages of 30 and 39 to one in 27 between the ages of
60 and 69 (Radice et al, 2003).

1 http://www.ucsfhealth.org/adult/medical_services/cancer/breast/risks.html

2 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8698019
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In the Nightingale Centre, University Hospital of South Manchester, between August
1993 and October 1994, a study by Warwick et al. (2002) included the age factor in all
multivariate stepwise ordered and unordered logistic models to identify the risk factors
which remained significant after controlling for other factors; it was found that increase
in age by a year results in a 7% reduction in breast cancer risk. In another study, Parkin
et a l (2005) reported that an average European woman aged about 25 years had a 1 in
15000 chance of developing breast cancer while those 40 years old had a risk of 1 in
200. For women aged about 50 years the chance was 1 in 50, and for those about 80
years it was 1 in 11.
Various researches suggest that physical activities or labour can change the menstrual
cycle which results in a change in hormonal level (Stemfeld et al, 2002). The risk of
breast cancer may be reduced due to the physical activities performed by women
altering their menstrual cycle patterns and thus altering the production of ovarian
hormones. One research carried out by Bernstein et a l (1994) used univariate and
multivariate conditional logistic regression methods to analyse the data from casecontrol studies for all white female residents of Los Angeles County who were bom in
the United States, Canada, or Europe. The results showed that the average age of case
patients at diagnosis was 36 years and the average age of control subjects was 36 years
old. Also, cumulative exposure to ovarian hormones is a determinant of breast cancer
risk.
Abdalkader et al (2008) used Tow way ANOVA to identify the effects of night shift
working on Jordanian nurses in critical care units. They found that irregular working
hours, especially during the night-time, and long night shifts result in changes in
psychological and physiological factors and increase the chances of breast cancer in
women: the same research does not apply to men. They especially suggested that
women with irregular working hours are at increased risk for breast cancer since work
that requires the use of artificial light (in the evening, night or early in the morning)
leads to the suppression of pineal secretion of melatonin, which may induce continuous
production of estrogens involved in breast carcinogenesis.
Epidemiologic studies show that occurrence of breast cancer is higher in poor, low or no
education, and low socioeconomic factors. The origin of these differences is still
unknown. However, survival of breast cancer patients depends on education level and
socioeconomic factors. Improvement in lifestyle, treatment and knowledge about breast
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cancer, and issues related to it can greatly change the statistics in a short period of time.
Webster et al. (2008) in a comparison study for cases and control patients diagnosed
between 1987 and 1993 on Cape Cod, Massachusetts (USA) using LR to calculate the
odds ratio (OR) found that women with the highest education were at greater risk of
developing breast cancer in both 1980 and 1990 [(OR) = 1.17 and 1.19, respectively].
Similarly, women living in the highest SES communities in 1990 had a greater risk (OR
= 1.30).
Eaker et al. (2009) conducted a study to assess the presence of social differences in
breast cancer survival among patients managed within a national health care system,
and whether any such gradients could be explained by disparities in tumour
characteristics and management. The research was carried out in Sweden; individual
data from several different population-based registers were collected and examined by
using both Wald test and likelihood ratio tests to assess the significance of the variables
of interest in women with different educational backgrounds. It was concluded that the
risk of dying of breast cancer was 35% lower among women with high compared to low
education. Compared to women with high education, a lower percentage of women with
low education had been investigated. These results suggest that breast cancer risks and
its treatment can produce better results in an educated than an uneducated population.
Awareness and precaution can greatly reduce the incidence of breast cancer cases.
Research associated with breast cancer risk factors shows that there may be a link
between breast cancer and marital status. That encouraged Ebrahimi et al. (2002) to
conduct a controlled research in Iranian women. During their study demographic data
and risk factor related information were collected using a short structured questionnaire.
Univariate (LR) analysis was performed to calculate the ORs and to examine the
predictive effect of each factor on risk for breast cancer. The significant factors were
carried forward and were entered into multivariate LR analysis, which showed that
unmarried women are at higher risk than married (OR 2.87, 95% Cl 1.13-7.30).
Nulliparous married women were found to have a similar increased risk of breast cancer
as compared to parous women of the same age.
Breast cancer is one of the few cancers to have a higher incidence among the more
affluent social classes. To evaluate the relationship between socio-economic status
(SES) and breast cancer incidence in California for four race/ethnic groups, Yost et al
(2001) used principal component analysis to create an SES index using 1990 census
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data. Untreated cases were randomly allocated to census block groups within their
county of residence. A total of 97,227 female breast cancer cases diagnosed in
California between 1988 and 1992 were evaluated. Incidence rates and rate ratios (RRs)
were estimated and a Chi-square (x2) test for trend across SES levels was performed.
The results show that SES was positively related to breast cancer incidence and this
effect was stronger for Hispanics and Asian/others than for whites and blacks. The
authors concluded that their results are consistent with similar findings for the Los
Angeles area, but differ from previous results for the San Francisco Bay area.
A considerable socioeconomic difference prevailed in the burden of breast cancer
among Danish women between 1970-1995 Dano et a l (2003) used a Poisson
distribution and also calculated the standardized incidence (SIR) and standardized
mortality ratios (SMR) values for married, economically active women on their own.
The results show that academics had the highest risk and women working in agriculture
had the lowest risk.
Also examining whether women living in such communities remained at greater risk of
breast cancer after controlling for individual education and other known individual-level
risk factors, Robert et a l (2004) collected data from a population-based, breast cancer
case-control study conducted in Wisconsin United States from 1988 to 1995.
The authors, after using multilevel logistic regression models, concluded that women
living in the highest SES communities had greater odds of having breast cancer than
women living in the lowest SES communities (1.20; 95% confidence interval = 1.051.37). Similarly, the odds were greater for women in urban versus rural communities
(1.17; 1.06-1.28).
It is logical to have a very strong relation between socio-economic status and breast
cancer, since high socio-economic status is related to a modem life style and having
good welfare standards. The lower socio-economic status of most African countries
compared to developed countries leads to a lack of screening, medication, specialists,
and lack of adequate databases and registers to update the records of cancer patients.

2.3 Controlled factors
The relation between body size and breast cancer risk has been the subject of numerous
investigations. In a case-control study among Asian-American women living in the
western United States, Van den Brandit et a l (2000) used conditional logistic regression
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with the use of SAS software. They found that the association of weight with breast
cancer depended on menopausal status. There was an inverse association in
premenopausal women, concentrated in the top weight categories. For postmenopausal
women, a positive association was found. Body mass index (BMI, defined as weight
9
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(kg)/height (m )) showed a significant inverse association with breast cancer risk
among premenopausal women. On the other hand, the association with BMI among
postmenopausal women was significantly positive.
In a population-based case-control study of 479 women with incident primary breast
cancer and 435 controls from western Washington State, unconditional logistic
regression analysis was performed using SPSS Software; odds ratios (OR) and 95% Cl
were calculated to estimate the relative risk of breast cancer for the various factors. Li et
al. (2000) found that when BMI was broken into quartiles, women in the highest BMI
quartile had an increased risk of breast cancer when compared to women in the lowest
quartile (OR = 1.5, 95% Cl, 1.1-2.3).
Adebamowo et al. (2003) used LR to examine data concerning the relationship between
waist-hip ratio and the risk of breast cancer in an urban Nigerian population,
demonstrating - like similar studies - a positive association between obesity and the
risk of breast cancer among postmenopausal African women. Being overweight is
associated with a doubling of the risk of breast cancer in postmenopausal women
whereas amongst premenopausal women obesity is associated with reduced breast
cancer incidence.3
Obesity increases the risk of postmenopausal breast cancer by up to 30%. A case

-

control study of Dutch women found a positive relati onship only in postmenopausal
women (Stephenson and Rose 2003). Also, population -based cohort studies on obesity
among older postmenopausal women noted an increased risk of breast cancer with
increasing BMI (Sweeney et al., 2004; Krebs et al., 2006).
We can see that modem lifestyle badly affects bodyweight, due to the consumption of
fast food and many other related factors, such as lack of manual work and the near
entire use of mechanised products that reduce physical exertion. On the other hand,
African women do manual and physical jobs which reduce their possibility of being
overweight.
3http://www.tiscali.co.uk/lifestyle/healthfitness/health_advice/netdoctor/archive/000092.html
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The relationship between diet and breast cancer risk is often divided into specific items
of consumption (Zografos et a l , 2004). Hanf and Gonder (2005) aptly noted that “there
are as many publications on cancer and its relation to nutrition as there are different
foods to savour”. A strong positive relationship has been observed in red meat
consumption. Breast cancer risk was especially obvious among premenopausal women
who were estrogen and progesterone receptor positive and who consumed more than 1.5
servings per day of red meat (Cho et al, 2006). Meanwhile Missmer et al. (2002)
estimated rate ratios (RR) by conditional logistic regression models using SAS Software
combining the primary data from eight prospective cohort studies from North America
and Western Europe. They found no statistically significant association between red
meat consumption and breast cancer risk.
Engeset et al. (2006) collected data from 23 centres in ten European countries
(Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden
and the United Kingdom). Hazard ratios (HR) and their 95% Cl were estimated in their
study using the Cox proportional regression model. They found no relationship between
fish consumption and breast cancer risk among over 300,000 women. Similar results
were found in a case-control study of over 2,000 Swedish breast cancer cases in that
type of fish and amount consumed per week were not shown to have a statistically
significant relationship with breast cancer risk (Terry et al, 2002). The majority of
studies exploring the relationship between fruit and vegetable consumption indicate a
protective effect against breast cancer (Moorman and Terry 2004; Zografos et al.,
2004).
With respect to drinking coffee and tea, Baker et al. (2006) found an increase in lobular
breast cancer among premenopausal women who drank a cup of coffee or less a day,
and a decrease in lobular cancer among black tea drinkers. A meta-analysis of three
Japanese cohort studies and one case-control study in California found a negative
association between high levels of green tea consumption (at least five cups a day) and
breast cancer risk (Sun et al., 2006).In the literature many researchers have investigated
the relationship between physical activity and breast cancer risk. Gilliland et al (2001)
undertook a controlled population-based case study among Hispanic and non-Hispanic
women to estimate the relative risk of breast cancer for levels of physical activity.
They used Conditional LR which, conditioned on the frequency-matched variables
(three age groups, geographical district and ethnicity), was used to compute odds ratios
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and 95% CIs. Gilliland et a l found that the effects of physical activity in premenopausal
white women are greater for Hispanics than for non-Hispanics, while only their nonHispanic postmenopausal counterparts were thus protected.
In another case-control study of three racial/ethnic groups in the San Francisco area,
John et al. (2003) used an unconditional logistic regression model to calculate ORs and
95% CIs as an estimate of the relative risk associated with various physical activity
measures. They declared that an increase in lifetime physical activity at both low and
high levels was associated with a lower risk of breast cancer in both pre- and post
menopausal women.
On the other hand, in three large cohort studies Colditz et a l (2003), Margolis et al.
(2005) and Mertens et a l (2006) found no relationship between physical activity and
breast cancer in pre- or post-menopausal women. When compared to the studies where
an inverse relationship between physical activity and breast cancer risk was observed,
these three studies all relied on self-reported data of physical activity at specific points
in time as opposed to an assessment of lifetime physical activity. Zografos et a l (2004)
and Mertens et a l (2006) have shown an inverse relationship between physical activity
and breast cancer risk.
In another case-control study of 4,538 breast cancer cases of Black and White women in
the United States, Bernstein et a l (2005) used unconditional logistic regression; they
noted that an increase in lifetime physical activity was associated with a decreased risk
of breast cancer.
The relationship between breastfeeding and breast cancer risk is most often noted in the
inverse, such that the longer the duration, the lower the risk. In a reanalysis of data
from 47 epidemiological studies in 30 countries of almost 150,000 women, the relative
risk is reduced by 4.3% for each year breastfeeding (Collaborative Group on Hormonal
Factors and Breast Cancer, 2002).
A case-control study of 404 breast cancer cases and an equal number of controls in
Shandong Province, China, (Zheng et al., 2000), using both conditional and
unconditional logistic regression, found that women who breastfed for more than 24
months per child had a lower odds ratio for breast cancer than those women who only
breastfed for 1 to 6 months per child (OR = .46, 95% Cl, 0.27 to 0.78). Similar results
were found by using multivariate logistic regression in a case-control study of 349
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Mexican women, but breastfeeding the firstborn baby was found to have an even greater
protective effective against breast cancer (Romieu et al., 1996).
The lack of long-term breastfeeding practices in developed countries may account for
the higher incidence rates of breast cancer (Collaborative Group on Hormonal Factors
and Breast Cancer, 2002). African women in general encourage breastfeeding more than
others, due to religious and cultural beliefs. This implies a reduced risk of getting breast
cancer in African women. On the other hand, the majority of women in developed
countries have fewer children and do not encourage breastfeeding due to a fast and busy
lifestyle that encourages them to use alternative artificial milk products.
A controlled case study of Thai women was carried out by Susan Jordan et al. (2009).
Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals were calculated using conditional logistic
regression. They found no significant difference in the occurrence of breast cancer
between women who had children and those who had none (OR=0.9, 95% Cl 0.5-1.7
for ever versus never having children) nor was there a significant relation with number
of births or the age of a woman when her first child was bom (OR = 1.0, 95% Cl 0.3-3.1
for those aged 30 or more at first birth versus those aged 25 or less).
Breast cancer is another controversial issue associated with OC4 use. Epidemiologic
studies have generally not shown any relationship between oral contraception and
occurrence of breast cancer, whereas other studies have suggested that there may be an
increased risk of developing breast cancer in women who use oral contraceptive pills
when they are less than 35 years of age. In a case-control study of women aged 20 to 44
years, 1648 cases of breast cancer and 1505 control subjects were identified. Oral
contraceptive pill use for 6 months to 5 years among women less than 45 years of age
was associated with a 1.3 relative risk for breast cancer development (95% Cl, 1.1 to
1.5). This risk was increased to 1.7 (95% Cl, 1.2 to 2.6) in oral contraceptive users less
than 35 years of age, with the risk increasing to 2.2 (95% Cl, 1.2 to 4.1) in women using
the pill for more than 10 years and 3.1 (95% Cl, 1.4 to 6.7) in women who also began
using the pill before age 18 (Brinton et al, 1995).

2.4 Uncontrolled factors
Taller women have an increased risk of breast cancer. Ziegler et al. (1996) conducted a
4 Oral Contraceptive
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case-control study of breast cancer among women of Chinese, Japanese and Filipino
ethnicities, aged 20-55 years, living in San Francisco-Oakland, Los Angeles, and Oahu
during the period from 1983 to 1987. Logistic regression was performed to obtain
maximum likelihood estimates of the odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals
(CIs).The results showed that median height of the control of Asian-American women
was 62 inches (1.57 m); the median heights for the Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino
control were 62,61 (1.55 m), and 61 inches, respectively. Also they reported that
relative risk (RR) of breast cancer increased steadily with height; women with a height
of 66 inches or more (>1.66 m) were at twice the risk (RR = 2.01; 95% Cl = 1.16-3.49)
of women height of 59 inches or less (<1.51 m). The influence of height on breast
cancer risk was similar in premenopausal and postmenopausal women.
LR models were used to calculate the ORs by Furberg et a l (2002), who examined the
potential etiologic heterogeneity of breast cancer by seeking to determine the existence
of any association between cigarette smoking and exposure to low dose ionizing
radiation and the disease by conducting a case-control study of 861 African-American
and white women aged between 20 and 74. The authors found that the relationship
between radiation dose and breast cancer risk can be described by a straight line, which
implies that no matter how low the dose, there is some small risk associated with
exposure.
Meanwhile, using LR, Gilliland et al. (2001) reveal no clear links between exposure to
low dose ionizing radiation on the one hand and breast cancer on the other. Laboratory
studies have, however, shown that ionized radiation causes damage to DNA, which can
potentially increase the chances of breast cancer. The evidence for this comes from
many different sources, including studies of atomic bomb survivors in Japan, people
exposed during the Chernobyl nuclear accident, people treated with high doses of
radiation for cancer and other conditions, and people exposed to high levels of radiation
at work, such as uranium miners.5 The chance that women would be exposed to
radiation and pollution in developed countries is much higher when compared to such
exposure for African women. This can be attributed to the indus

trial lifestyle in

developed countries with a polluted atmosphere full of carbon dioxide and radiation,
compared to the virgin African environment. Bernstein et a l (1993), Rautalahti et a l
5http://www.cancer.org/Cancer/CancerCauses/OtherCarcinogens/MedicalTreatments/radiation-exposureand-cancer
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(1993), Nagata et a l (1995) and Talamini et a l (1996) state that early age at menarche
and late age at menopause have been shown to be risk factors for breast cancer. TitusEmstoff et al. (1998), in a case-control study of 6,888 breast cancer cases and 9529
control women from Wisconsin, Western Massachusetts, Maine, and New Hampshire,
using conditional logistic regression models, found that age at menarche of 15 years or
older did reduce the risk of breast cancer when compared to a menarche age of 13 years.
The protective effect was stronger among premenopausal women, especially
premenopausal women who had experienced irregular menstrual cycles up to 5 years
after their first menstrual period.
Tavani et al, (1999) used logistic regression to investigate the breast cancer risk in
women younger than 40 using data from two case-control studies conducted in Italy
between 1983 and 1994. Breast cancer was historically confirmed in 579 of the women,
while the control numbered 668 women. They found that the risk of breast cancer is
inversely related to age at menarche, with a multivariate OR of 0.53, 95% Cl 0.31-0.89
for women reporting menarche at the age of >15 years compared with <12 years. The
relationship between age at first birth and breast cancer was first recorded over 30 years
ago MacMahon et a l (1982), as cited in (Leon, 1989). Having no children and being
older at the time of the first birth both increase the lifetime incidence of breast cancer.
The risk of breast cancer in women who have their first child after the age of 30 is about
twice that of women having their first child before the age of 20. The highest risk group
are those who have their first child after the age of 35; these women have an even
higher risk than women who have no children.6
Wohlfahrt et a l (2001) in a case-control study of 13,049 breast cancer cases in Danish
women bom between 1935 and 1978 using Log-linear Poisson regression models, found
that subsequent births at an earlier age also reduce the risk of breast cancer. Since
African women in general have more children than other women, and first give birth
while they are very young, they are more likely to have a lower incidence of breast
cancer than women from, say, developed countries.
An increasing number of women opt to undergo abortion. Has abortion or miscarriage a
direct or indirect link with breast cancer? It was always contradicted that spontaneous
abortion has any role in developing breast cancer or could act as a risk factor in

6 http://www.netdoctor.co.uk/diseases/facts/breastcancer.htm
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developing breast cancer. The scientific evidence does not support the notion that
n

abortion of any kind raises the risk of breast cancer or any other type of cancer. Also,
more rigorous recent studies demonstrate no causal relationship between ind

uced

abortion and a subsequent increase in breast cancer risk (Committee on Gynecologic
Practice, 2009).

2.5 Health condition
An increased risk of breast cancer in women with a family history of breast cancer has
been demonstrated by many studies using a variety of study designs, for example, Sattin
et al. (1985) and Pharoah et al. (1997). To investigate the association between family
history and breast cancer in Mexican women, Calderon et a l (2000) used the data
obtained from a case-control study of 151 breast cancer cases and 235 controls. By
using a multiple logistic regressions model to analyse the data, they found a clear
association between family and breast cancer.
Based on combined data from 52 epidemiological studies including 58209 women with
breast cancer and 101986 controls using conditional logistic regression, the
Collaborative Group on Hormonal Factors in Breast Cancer (2001) reported that a
woman with one affected first degree relative (mother or sister) had approximately
double the risk of breast cancer of a woman with no family history of the disease. If two
first-degree relatives developed the disease before the age of 45 years, then a woman’s
chance of developing breast cancer is four times greater than normal. In the Iranian case
study mentioned above, Ebrahimi et al. (2002) declared that breast cancer risk was
significantly greater in women with a family history of the disease (OR 2.87, 95% Cl
1.13-7.30).
Mutations of two genes known as BRCA1 and BRCA 2 have long been known to result
in higher risks of breast and ovarian cancer in women. Scientists have also recently
found that men with certain mutations of these two genes may have an increased risk of
early-onset prostate cancer.8 Sasco et al. (1993) note a positive correlation exists
between male breast cancer and prostate cancer. Hereditary breast cancer accounts for

7http://www.cancer.org/Cancer/BreastCancer/MoreInformation/is-abortion-linked-to-breast-cancer

8 http://prostatecancer.about.eom/od/riskfactors/a/prostatecancerbreastcancerlink.htm
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up to 5-10% of all breast carcinomas. BRCA1 and BRCA2 are responsible for about
16% of the familial risk of breast cancer (Tan et al., 2008).

2.6 Geographical Factors
Identifying the factors behind the disease remains of paramount importance. There is
evidence that geographical patterns have emerged for particular types of cancer.
Gomez-Ruiz et a l (2004) used Neural Network (NN) to investigate the patterns of
breast cancer spread in the United States on the basis of sampled demographic data
combined with breast cancer mortality rates among women from all 244 counties in
eleven north-eastern states over the period 1988-1992. They concluded that there were
higher breast cancer mortality rates in the north-eastern part of the country than in the
District of Columbia.
Bray et a l (2004) reviewed the descriptive epidemiology of the disease, focusing on
some of the key elements of the geographical and temporal variations in incidence and
mortality in many world regions. They declared that incidence of breast cancer in the
USA and Canada is broadly similar to that in European countries; the incidence in New
South Wales (representing about one-third of Australian women) increased steadily
from the early to mid-1980s, and by 1995 was nearly 50% higher than in 1983. In New
Zealand there were steady increases in both Maori and non-Maori incidence rates from
1978-92. In Denmark, both incidence and mortality are declining in young women, and
strong cohort effects are observed, with decreasing rates in women bom in successive
generations after 1940.
Meanwhile, in Finland, such a reduction in mortality rates has not occurred. Some
recent decreases in mortality have been observed in several countries without national
screening programmes, although these tend to be confined mainly to younger age
groups. Mortality is increasing in several eastern European or former Soviet countries
characterised by relatively low rates in the past, such as the Russian Federation, Estonia,
Romania and Hungary. Although breast cancer remains relatively rare in Japan,
incidence and mortality have been rising quite rapidly; this is consistent with increasing
risk in successive generations of women. In the African continent incidence increased in
Ibadan, Nigeria and in Kampala, Uganda between the 1960s and the late 1990s.
In Malaysia, where the mortality rate for this disease rose from 0.61 per 100,000 women
in 1983 to 1.8 in 1992, Norsa’adah et a l (2005) conducted a matched case-control study
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on data obtained from 147 histologically confirmed breast cancer patients and the same
number of non-breast cancer patients with the same spread of age and ethnicity,
excluding those with malignant tumours and gynaecological, hormonal or endocrine
problems. Simple and multiple conditional LRs were used to analyse the data.
Significant risk factors of breast cancer disclosed in their studies include nulliparity,
overweight/obesity, family history of breast cancer, and the use of OC. Nulliparity,
obesity and family history of breast cancer are well-established risk factors for breast
cancer, while the association of OC with breast cancer is still controversial. The study
reconfirmed that similar risk factors identified in Western populations were associated
with the occurrence of breast cancer in Kelantan Malaysia.
Fregene et al. (2005) investigated how breast cancer in Sub-Saharan Africa relates to
breast cancer in African-American Women. The results show that Women from subSaharan Africa were found to have a low incidence of breast cancer than AfricanAmerican Women.
Even though data were not available in Northern Africa, El Mistiri et al. (2007)
presented the first data collected and analyzed in Libya. They collected and analyzed
data by the Benghazi Cancer Registry. In 2003, a total of 997 cases of primary cancer
were registered among Libyan people. Among females, 26% were breast cancer. The
study confirmed that breast cancer incidence is much lower than in western countries.

2.7 Summary
Breast cancer is the uncontrolled growth of cells in the breast and is one of the greatest
risks to human health. It mostly affects women, but men also suffer from the disease.
Early detection of breast cancer can reduce the rate of mortality. There are different
factors which can indicate the occurrence of breast cancer. By close study it has been
revealed that early detection is the only way to minimize the effects of breast cancer.
The most important factor associated with breast cancer is family history. Other major
risk factors which can contribute towards the occurrence of breast cancer are
demographics, food, environment, health condition, marital status, breast feeding,
menopause, menarche, number of children, and age. The ratio of breast cancer in
different regions differs based on different factors. Similarly, mortality rates are
different for different regions. In advanced countries the mortality rate is lower than in
underdeveloped countries. Thus, the first objective of the study(7o explore the
theoretical and practical aspects o f the literature based on previous cancer studies in
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order to understand the range o f models used by previous breast cancer researchers
and the factors associated with the disease) is achieved.

From the literature we found many studies have been made across the world to identify
the key factors associated with breast cancer, but not many studies have been carried out
in Africa (Libya). There is gap in knowledge about the disease in Africa. Our aim is to
fill this gap and provide more information about factors related to the disease to help
policy makers develop suitable policies to control the disease and to provide relevant
information at the right time. This will also be beneficial for the WHO to add to their
database relating to developing regions. Also, it was found from the literature search
that the three data mining techniques have not previously been used to analyse data
from African regions.
In the following chapter we will explore the theory behind the three data mining
techniques LR, NN and DT, to identify the most suitable technique.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the study’s methodology - the collection of tools and techniques
used to provide a geographical comparison of breast cancer based on an application of
data mining techniques in identifying the factors predictor breast cancer in Libya. The
chapter highlights three key aspects: Theoretical overview of predictive model, modelling
techniques and the study’s strategy.

3.2 Theoretical overview of predictive model
Predictive modelling describes an analytical process used to generate a data-driven
model of the future behaviour of a particular phenomenon or its final outcome (Tang,
2009). In most real-life problems predictive models are used to discriminate between
groups. A typical example of such models is Fisher's linear discriminant function (Fisher,
1936) also known by such writers as Klecka (1980) as Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA). The following paragraphs briefly discuss the fundamentals of group
discrimination based on LDA.
LDA represents a typical approach to the process of discriminating between groups. The
method is used to determine which variables discriminate between two or more naturally
occurring groups, such two groups of patients. This is a classical classification problem
involving a decision being made as to whether a particular patient belongs to a particular
group. The problem is thus reduced to the allocation of each of the patients into one of
the two groups. For example, a cancer specialist may record different variables (age, sex,
family history, first birth, ethnicity, place of birth and so on) relating to patients’
backgrounds in order to learn which variables best predict whether a patient is likely to
develop breast cancer (Group 1) or not to develop it (Group 2). The groups’ numbers
need not be equal.
This procedure can be illustrated by an example involving predicting the occurrence of
breast cancer among women with particular characteristics. If it is known a priori that 40
per cent of women with the same characteristics develop the disease, and the remainder
do not develop the disease, then it may be assumed that any new dataset with similar
characteristics will have priors n x - 0.4 and tt 2 = 0.6. If it also known that the data in
the two groups are distributed according to the densities [/,(* ) and f 2 (x)], the resulting
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prediction will be based on the two priors and the two densities shown in Figure 3-1,
giving the probability of membership to each of the groups as:
Allocated to Group 1 if
*1

r

M x)

x J i (*)
—
—

>

Equation 3-1

Allocated to Group 2 if:
* i/i(* )
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^ l/lW
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Equation 3-2
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Alternatively, if tt, / , (x) = ?r2 f 2 (x), allocation is to one of the groups by the same kind
of a random rule (Group 1 or Group 2). Such a rule is associated with a total prediction
error, £ =

+ e2

where

corresponds to the incorrect diagnosis of breast cancer in

a patient who does not have the disease, and s 2 corresponds to the incorrect clearing of a
patient with breast cancer. Clearly, both £± and s 2 are dependent on the priors and the
densities - in other words, the probability of observing cases from one of the groups
from the viewpoint of another group depends on the error proportions falling under each
of the two groups. We can then compute the total probability of misclassification as
shown in Equation 3-3

PM =

£)Tl2e i K 2 + e 2 Ttl

+ - Z2U'

Equation 3-3

E i T t 2 + E 2 Tti

The first additive component of Equation 3-3 gives the probability of observing cases
from Group 2 from the standpoint of Group 1, and vice versa for the second component.
The parameters and densities used in the formulation of the above rules and probabilities
are graphically summarised in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1: A graphical illustration of a two-case discrimination rule

The conditional probability of correctly classifying the observation (patients) in Group 1
(breast cancer) is given by:
/

C

/j (x)dx

Equation 3-4

And that of correctly classifying the equivalent observation in Group 2 (no breast
cancer) is given by:

n2 = / c°° / 2(x)dx

Equation 3-5

As noted above, the overall misclassification error (£) lies in the two tails, and each of
the two integrals includes cases from the lower tails of the other integral and excludes
cases from its own lower tails. The ultimate goal of this work will be to minimise this
error. That is, in an extreme case of success, each of the integrals should exclude zero
cases from the lower tails of the other and include all cases from its own lower tails.
There are two main issues of concern here. Firstly, in order to apply the group
membership above, the densities and the priors must be known. This is unfortunately
often not the case. Secondly, the three equations (Equation 3-1, Equation 3-2 and
Equation 3-3) above do not consider the misclassification cost - that is, the repercussions
that a person such as a medical doctor may associate with each of the incorrect
diagnoses. For instance, a doctor may be more averse to incorrectly making a negative
breast cancer diagnosis than vice versa. In this case, the errors above will be weighted
by the corresponding proportions as shown in Equation 3-6.where C1 represents the cost
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of predicting "no breast cancer" when the patient actually has the disease, while C2 is
the cost of predicting "breast cancer" when the patient does not have it, as shown in
Table 3-1.Consequently, the prediction error in Equation 3-6 is adjusted as the cost of
misclassification, as shown.

£\

7T*) 69

£

if

CM = ----------------1--------------------- Equation 3-6
£^ 2

^ 2 ^1

^ 1^2

It is reasonable to believe that the cost of missing a breast cancer diagnosis in a patient
who actually has the disease is higher than the cost of incorrectly diagnosing a patient as
having the disease while actually s/he does not have it. The scenario is presented in a
confusion matrix in Table 3-1
Group
2

Specialist’s decision

1

1

No cost

C 2

(Higher Cost)

2

(Lower Cost)
No cost

Table 3-1: Misclassification costs

In other words, the value C in Figure 3-1 should be chosen such that either P M or CM
is minimised. If Equation 3-3 is minimised, the resulting classification rule assumes equal
costs of misclassification. Minimisation of Equation 3-6 will result in a classification rule
that assumes unequal priors and unequal misclassification costs. It can be shown (Sharma,
1996) that the rule which minimises Equation 3-6 assigns an observation to Group 1 if

fM )

>

f 2(x)

[c j

Equation 3-7

•
ci

X\

And to Group 2 if
/i W

/ 2(*)

<

n1

Equation 3-8

*i

This discussion provides a general framework for predictive modelling which can be
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implemented using any of the predictive modelling methods in use. The present project
uses three techniques; Logistic regression (LR), neural networks (NNs) and decision trees
(DT).
In our predictive model we have used the above-mentioned techniques. Logistic
regression is used in this model because the outcome of the project will be binary: the
patient will either have breast cancer, or not. The aim of logistic regression is to predict
the relationship between dependent and independent variables. In our case breast cancer
is dependent and predictive factors are independent; this is suitable for our project as we
need to predict whether patients have the disease or not.
Neural network is used when the relationship is more complicated or complex and is
non-linear. In our case data are non-linear, and by implementing step function we will be
able to get an output of either 0 or 1, meaning presence or absence of breast cancer for
any patient.
The purpose of the decision tree is to break complex data into smaller subsets, which
helps in identifying the presence or absence of any factor. DT can analyse homogenous
and heterogeneous data. In our case it will help us in identifying or splitting patients into
two groups: either they will have disease or not. From the literature it is evident that
nobody has used these three techniques at the same time to compare the results and
accuracy of the outcome. In our project we will be able to make conclusions which will
be suitable techniques for predicting breast cancer. These techniques will be discussed
in detail to achieve the second objective of the study (Develop predictive models
appropriate fo r estimating risks o f developing breast cancer).
(Develop predictive models appropriate fo r estimating risks o f developing breast
cancer).

3.3 Logistic regression
LR is built on the foundations of linear regression, in which the aim is to predict the
relationship between the dependent variable (Y) and a set of independent variables (X)
as shown in Equation 3-9
Y = p 0 + 'L\^pi Xx+ c

Equation 3-9

Where /?0 and ft are constants, £ is an error component and X =

is the vector

of inputs. LR, however, covers both linearity and non-linearity in determining the
relationship between predictor variables (X) - which are usually continuous, categorical,
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or both - and a dichotomously coded dependent variable (Y). The difference between
linear regression and LR is that, while linear regression outcome is continuous, logistic
regression outcome is binary. For example, if the logistic model outcome is denoted by
Y and its input vector by X, the model is as in Equation 3-10.
l o g ^ = Po + 2?=i PiXi

Equation 3-10

Where p is the probability that dependent variable Y=1 and X t , / = 1,2,..., k are the
independent variables (predictors) and the

p 0,

p2—> P k are the regression

coefficients. Unlike ordinary linear regression, LR does not assume linearity. As
graphically illustrated in Figure 3-2, it has an S-shape capturing linear, near-linear and
non-linear scenarios.
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Figure 3-2: Logistic Regression functions

The procedure uses three main approaches to model fitting: forward, backward and
stepwise regression. In the forward stepwise approach, variables are sequentially added
to an "empty" model. In contrast, backward procedures start with all of the variables in
the model, and proceed by eliminating the variables at each step. Only variables with
significant effect will be retained in the final model. LR finds applications in a wide
range of fields including the biomedical sciences, in which its use has increased in recent
years. A typical application of the method in this field is the prediction of susceptibility
to particular diseases. The present study uses the method in order to predict occurrences
of breast cancer in the presence of geographical and ethnic factors.
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The nature of LR makes it a natural choice for predicting the likelihood of an
individual’s developing breast cancer given information in the attributes (variables such
as age, sex, family history, first birth, ethnicity and place of birth) in which two groups
may be considered with rule allocating to group 1 with a probability greater or equal to
0.5 and to group 2 otherwise.
Some of the model’s key parameters are the odds ratio (OR) estimate, the confidence
interval (Cl) and the p-values. The OR estimates the odds of an event (such as having or
not having breast cancer) occurring in one group to those of it occurring in another.
Odds are a way of expressing the probability of an event in one group. In the present
case, ORs can be used to measure the association between breast cancer and its
predisposing factors as illustrated in Table 3-2
Risk factor
X

Y

Did not
smoke
Smoked

Case(breast cancer)
a

Control(no breast cancer)
b

c

d

Table 3-2: Inputs for the computation of odds ratios of patients with breast cancer based on whether they had
ever smoked or not.

If a and c represent the respective conditional probabilities of “did not smoke” and
“smoked” among those who have breast cancer and

b

and

d

the corresponding

probabilities among those who are free of the disease, the odds of a patient with breast
cancer being a smoker (■Odds.j) and an individual without breast cancer being a smoker
(Oddsz) can be defined as follows:
c
d
O d d s1 = - a n d o d d s 2 = -

Equation 3-11

Consequently, the OR can be defined as follows:
0R

_ 0d
E
£p_

tion 3_12

odds 2

An OR equal to 1 means that the groups have equal probabilities of getting breast
cancer, implying that smoking is not a predisposing factor, while an OR greater than 1
means that having smoked raises the chances of contracting the disease. On the other
hand, an OR of less than 1 implies that smoking reduces the chances. The OR is a
measure of association, which provides an insight into the underlying philosophy of LR,
under which the model seeks to determine whether or not there are significant odds that
an independent variable is associated with one of the groups.
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Research studies Mechanic et al. (2007) and Jimmy et al. (2008) do not report ORs as
precise numbers, but qualify them by giving CIs. These are ranges of numbers indicating
the possible ranges of values that contain the true value with a given probability level,
typically 95 per cent. Whether or not a given OR value indicates a significant
association between the corresponding variables can be determined by a derived
decision rule. In that sense, it is possible to generate a Cl, as for the correlation
coefficient. For instance, based on the entries in Equation 3-13 an association is
significant when

Ilog OR\

> Za/z JV a

+ Vfc + Vc + Vd

Equation 3-13

Which is based on the z —criterion with a given a , e.g. a = .05. In other words, it can
be said that a proposed risk factor for the disease is significant risk if it generates an OR
greater than 1 and the lower boundary of the Cl does not go below 1.
Another crucial parameter is the p-value, which represents the probability that any
observed difference between groups is due to chance. A p-value close to 0 indicates that
the observed difference is unlikely to be due to chance, whereas the closer it gets to 1 the
less the difference between the groups, and hence the greater the chance that any
variation is random. Nichols et al. (2005) calculate ORs and 95 per cent CIs to evaluate
the association of known risk factors and breast cancer among premenopausal women
living in Vietnam and China using LR.
They observe an inverse trend between increasing parity and decreasing breast cancer
risk (P = 0.002). Women ages > 25 years at first birth had increased breast cancer risk
compared with women ages <25 years at first birth (OR, 1.53; 95% Cl, 1.20-1.95).
Women who consumed alcohol had increased risk of breast cancer compared with
women who did not (OR, 1.85; 95% Cl, 1.32-2.61). They find that the distributions of
age at menarche and body mass index are very different to those commonly observed in
epidemiologic studies of Caucasian women. Also the distributions of these risk factors
are consistent with the relatively low incidence rates of breast cancer in Vietnam and
China as compared with the United States.
On the African continent such studies are still rare. Meanwhile, Okobia et al. (2006)
evaluated the potential risk factors for breast cancer in Nigerian women using a casecontrol design of 250 women with breast cancer and their age-matched female controls.
The association of risk factors with breast cancer was assessed using LR, the authors

State that positive family history of breast cancer in first- and second-degree relatives
(Odds ratio [OR] = 8.07, 95% confidence interval [Cl], 1.003, 64.95, p = 0.04),
education of high school level and above (OR = 1.35, 95% Cl 1.04, 1.74, p = 0.0205),
age at first full term pregnancy greater than 20 years (OR = 1.32 95% Cl 1.01, 1.71, p =
0.0413) and waist/hip ratio (WHR) (OR = 1.98, 95% Cl 1.27, 3.10, p = 0.0026) were
associated with increased risk of breast cancer. Their findings show that socio
demographic characteristics, reproductive variables and anthropometric measures are
significant predictors of breast cancer risk in the target population.
The application of LR in the present study will therefore seek to consolidate breast
cancer-related information from Africa by comparing it with similar studies across the
world, especially in the developed world, where the disease has been more extensively
studied. Neural networks, another model to be used in the present study, will now be
discussed.

3.4 Neural networks (NNs)
NNs (NN) denote a mathematical device for modelling the relationship between a set of
input variables (X) and an output (Y). They find application in almost every situation in
which that relationship is complex and typically non-linear. They are also commonly
referred to as artificial neural networks (ANNs) Ripley (1994) to distinguish them from
their originator - biological NNs (Kononenko, 2001). The origins of NNs lie in the work
of McCullough and Pitts (1943) who developed mathematical models based on the
observational behaviour of biological neurons. Based on their findings, they started
investigating whether and how physical systems could emulate the brain’s neurons.
The relationship between ANNs and biological neurons is particularly interesting, as
they are both constructed in a way that enables them to take in inputs and, based on a
processing mechanism, trigger a response. A graphic illustration of the similarities
between biological and artificial NNs is given in Figure 3-3, in which the synapses in the
biological systems play the role of neuron signal junctions. In an ANN the synapses are
equivalent to the input variable weightings, being represented by real numbers
accounting for the importance of each input.
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Figure 3-3: A comparative illustration of biological and artificial NNs (Ohno-Machadol996)

A typical neuron collects signals from others through a host of fine structures called
dendrites. The equivalent of this in the ANN does not exist, as collection is manual. The
neuron sends out spikes of electrical activity through a long, thin stand called the axon
for the synapse to convert, but in the ANN model this does not happen as the synapse
(i.e. the weighting) is attached to the node. NNs have evolved greatly since McCullough
and Pitts (1943) originated the concept, as shown by Rosenblatt (1962), who developed
the learning algorithm model and called it a simple perceptron.
This algorithm was based on McCulloch-Pitts model neurons with two layers, input and
output. NNs suffered a major drawback following Minsky and Papert’s (1969)
highlighting of the limitations of the simple perceptron's linear separability. However,
the idea survived, thanks to Hopfield (1982) who combined a number of previous NN
ideas to form a mathematical analysis model having finite interconnected neurons with
dual roles of both input and output. The popularity of NNs grew increasingly in the mid1980s with the advent of the back-propagation algorithm by Rumelhart et al. (1986).
3.4.1

An overview of neural networks

The mechanics of ANNs can be understood by first describing some of the key concepts
determining the network and relating to it:
• Nodes, interconnections and architecture: A node is a connection point typically
linking input and output variables through different connections. NNs will usually
have many nodes and interconnections that enable a complete design to be
constructed, usually referred to as the network architecture.
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have many nodes and interconnections that enable a complete design to be
constructed, usually referred to as the network architecture.

•

The mechanics of NNs take form when data are received through input nodes and
are typically combined linearly with randomly initialised weightings by a
combination function as illustrated in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: A graphic presentation of an artificial neural network

There are different types of NN in the literature typical examples of which include:

•

The simple perceptron, a connection of nodes made up of linked input and output
layers. Each connection has a weight that is adjustable when desired.

The multilayer perceptron includes an input layer, an unlimited number of hidden layers
and an output layer. Jerez-Aragones et al. (2003) proposed a NN-based method for
estimating the correct classification probability from a distribution using a multi-layer
perceptron.

The output layer is usually a single node whose output is constrained within a preset
limit based on the use of the activation function. The target variable (the output) is also
well-defined, which means that what is being sought is clear. The number of nodes to

include in the hidden layer affects, to some degree, the accuracy of the results. For
extremely complex networks with complicated interconnections, it is sometimes
beneficial to use a large number of hidden nodes. There are no specific rules for
determining how many nodes to include, but typically the most suitable hidden layer is
determined by repeated testing. The model is graphically illustrated in Figure 3-5, which
has one input layer, two hidden layers and one output. Removing the two hidden layers
reduces the model to a simple perceptron.
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Figure 3-5: Multilayer ANN

Apart from the case of the simple perceptron, the randomly initialised weightings are
usually modified to produce accurate predictions in what is referred to as the learning
process, through which the NN model is shown data examples from which to learn its
prediction rules. After the primary assignment of weightings, the output is compared to
the known results and iterative training takes place. As the number of cases available for
training increases, the degree to which the NNs can distinguish the various
characteristics of the different inputs increases.
The inputs received by a single processing node can be represented as input vector X,
where every element ^ represents the signal from one of the inputs. Weight is
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Figure 3-6: Simplified model of single processing node

The weighted sum is found as follows:
y — H i x iw i

Equation 3-14

The weighted sum in a multilayer NN is found as follows:
y = ZiX iW ij

Equation 3-15

Where w tj in Figure 3-5 represents the weighting for the connection from an input or
node i to nodey.In this case the inputs, for instance X,, x 2, X3, X4 are variables such as
age, family history, breast-feeding and place of birth. The usual ANN output is in the
range of 0 to 1, where 0 and 1 represent the absence or presence of breast cancer
respectively. Any output value above this range indicates the presence of an
abnormality, while a value under it indicates the absence of any abnormality.
There are three typical activation functions: step and saturation functions and hyperbolic
tangent. Each adjusts the output in a specific way, with the largest difference occurring
in the step function.
•

The step function takes the weighted input and applies the following conditions:

/ ( * ) = {1 i f d . i X i W i > 0 ) , 0 i f ( Z i X i W i <
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0 )}

Equation 3-16

The function in Figure 3-7 pushes all incoming signals to either a 0 or a 1. The
advantage of using this function is that all outputs are defined as either positive or
negative. This function can make data that are not properly trained produce output
classed as positive or negative.
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Figure 3-7: Step function

•

The saturation function takes the weighted input and applies the following
condition:
/(* ) =

Equation 3-17

Where P determines the slope and is determined by the ANN as seen in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-8: Saturation function

•

The Hyperbolic Tangent Function takes the weighted input and applies the
following condition:
= ex+e~x

Equation 3-18

This function can be seen in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-9 : Hyperbolic tangent function

All the activation functions have the same purpose, receiving the information from the
input layer and manipulating it into a specific range. The saturation function limits the
output to between 0 and 1 , while the hyperbolic tangent function gives an output range
of -1 to 1. On the other hand, the step function, does not output a range, but only one of
the values 0 or 1 .
•

Radial basis function networks typically have three layers: an input layer, a hidden
layer with a non-linear radial basis function activation function and a linear output
layer. The value of this function depends only on the distance from the origin; the
rule is typically taken to be the Euclidean distance and the basis function is
understood as Gaussian.

•

Back-propagation is a general method of teaching ANNs. It consists of the
propagation of errors starting at the output layer, through the hidden layer, and so on
to the input layer, in a backward direction. The training process continually
minimises the error possibility by adjusting the weightings, as shown in Equation 319.
Wnew

where

=

w oid

+ T| (d —y ) x

Equation 3-19

d is the desired output (the target), y is the calculated output, (d - y) is the error

GO, wnew is the new updated weighting, woM is the previous weighting and x is the
input to the processing element. i| is the leaming-rate parameter; the leaming-rate is a
positive constant limited to the range 0 < 17 < 1
Changes in weighting are associated with interconnections, and result in the known data
being processed again. ANNs continue to refine the weightings until the errors produced
from processing the known dataset are minimised, at which point the training process
ends. In this manner NNs avoid over-training.
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3.4.2

Neural Networks in biological and medical research

The use of ANNs in biological and medical research has increased tremendously in the
last few years. In the area of medicine, ANN research includes:
•

Detection of medical problems. ANNs have been used to recognise predictive
patterns so that appropriate treatments can be prescribed.

• The predictive and pattern recognition abilities of ANNs make them naturally
suitable for use in medicine. They have found applications in clinical diagnostics
Kordylewski et al (2001), image analysis and interpretation Ozkan et al (1993) and
even drug development Grosan et al (2006).
•

Prediction of diagnoses, including several types of cancer Maclin et al (1991) and
Wilding et al (1994) as well as diagnoses of appendicitis, back pain, dementia,
psychiatric disorders, acute pulmonary embolism and temporal arteries (Wei et al ,
1998).

•

Prognoses, such as valve-related complications in heart disease (Wilson et al, 1998).

•

Determination of risk or disease profiles (Kannel et al 1996).

•

NNs are an ideal candidate for adaptation into a breast cancer detection scheme as a
pre-processor to the more time-intensive imaging algorithms. A database of known
cases is required for training the NN, after which unknown data can be provided for
diagnostics.

• It is necessary to estimate the risk of relapse for breast cancer patients Furberg et al.
(2002), since it affects the choice of treatment. This problem involves analysing the
time taken for a patient to relapse, relating this to predictive variables. It is possible
to predict the risk that a patient will relapse within a certain amount of time,
although the exact time when such a relapse occurs cannot be determined.

3.5 Decision Tree
The predictive problem highlighted in [3.2] can also be tackled using the decision tree
method, a collective term used to describe Classification and Regression Trees (CART).
Both types of tree learn the rules from the training data and use them to carry out
predictions. Classification arises in the case of category-dependent variable and predicts
class membership of new cases, while the latter carries out similar predictions on the
basis of a continuous dependent variable. In both cases, the model sequentially splits the
training dataset into a number of supersets based on selected data variable thresholds
(typically one at a time), the selection of which depends on the adopted measure of
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impurity (see below). Its name derives from the fact that the model assumes a tree
structure growing from root to leaves (Breiman, 1984).
A decision tree model typically starts by breaking the whole dataset into two groups
which are subsequently broken down into smaller sub-groups, each being at least as
pure as the data group from which it derives. To split the data, the model needs some
knowledge of what each of the classes is like. This information is obtained through the
learning process, by which data at any level are analysed to find the independent
variable that most distinguishes the classes. An illustration of the tree partitioning
process is provided using the synthetic cancer risk factor matrix in Table 3-3, in which
the age ranges from, say, 18 to 75 and body weight ranges from, say, 45kg to 110kg.
Then, if the data matrix is denoted by R, the decision tree prediction of breast cancer
can be illustrated as in Figure 3-10 in which there are only two classes, sick and
healthy.
Age

Weight

Breast Feeding

Menache

Al

W1

B1

Ml

A2

W2

B2

M2

A3

W3

B3

M3

An

Wn

Bn

Mn

Table 3-3: An illustration of breast cancer risk factors
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W eight 585

Age <45

Sick
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Figure 3-10: Decision tree: a simple structure

Each circle in the tree in Figure 3-10 represents a node. A decision tree grows from the
root node (1) which contains all the instances in the training set and goes on to split the
data at each level to form new nodes. In this case the nodes 2, 4 and 5 are called terminal
nodes, or leaves, as they not split any further. Terminal nodes play a special role when
the tree is used for prediction, as they collectively determine the model’s accuracy and
reliability.
Each node contains information about the number of instances at the node and the
distribution of the dependent variables. As shown in Figure 3-10, the tree model initially
splits the training dataset on the basis of the variable Weight using the rule “Allocate to
sick class if the patient’s weight is greater than or equal to 85 and to healthy class if the
weight is less than 85”. The split yields one terminal node (2), and another (3) which is
split further based on the rule “Allocate to sick class if the age of the patient is greater
than or equal to 45 or to healthy class if the age is less than 45”, which yields the
terminal nodes 4 and 5. As noted earlier, splitting is based on variable thresholds - taken
one at a time - and an adopted measure of impurity, which will now be discussed
exposition.
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3.5.1

Measures of impurity

Decision tree mechanics are determined by measures of impurity. The impurity of a set
of samples is designed to capture how similar the samples are to each other and to try to
minimise the variance over a partitioning of the data multiple each part with the number
of samples will encourage larger partitions, which the present research finds leads to
better decision trees in general. There are several ways to measure degrees of impurity,
the most common being Gini and Entropy, as briefly described below.
The Gini coefficient was developed by Italian statistician Corrado Gini in 1912, as
described by Hu et al. (2008), to measure how often any given element from a dataset
would be incorrectly labelled if that labelling were to be randomly apportioned
according to the distribution of labels in the subset. In other words, it measures the
probability that two individuals chosen at random belong to the same group. It is
computed by multiplying the probability of each item being chosen by the probability of
a mistake in categorising that particular item. The measure reaches its maximum value
when group sizes at the node are equal; the Gini index equals zero when all cases in the
node belong to the same class.
The Gini Impurity Index can be computed as in Equation 3-20
G = £?= i p ,( l - Pi) = Zf=i Pi ~ Zf=i Pi = 1 ~ E?=i Pi
where

Equation 3-20

is the groups proportion and k is the number of groups.

As regards in Figure 3-10 in which k =2 if 100 patients are divided into two groups,
with and without breast cancer, according to the weight variable with the divider at
greater than or equal to 85 group have the disease or free from the disease if the weight
is less than 85, the result of splitting the root node is that node (2) consists of 38 patients
with the disease and two without it, while node (3) consists of 58 patients without the
disease and two with it.
Node (3) is split further, based on the age variable, so that if the age is greater than or
equal to 45 have the disease or free from the disease, the result of splitting node (4) is
that there are 20 patients with the disease; node (5) consists of 36 patients without the
disease and four with it. In this case the Gini Index for node (4) is equals zero because
all cases in this node belong to the same group, which means that the node is pure and
cannot be split further. The Gini Index for node (5) not equals zero that is because it is
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node is not pure and may split further on the basis of another variable, thus the best Gini
splits try to produce pure nodes.
The Entropy is another measure of the impurity introduced by Shannon (1948), as cited
by Golan (2002). It is related to Information Theory, in the sense that the higher the
level of entropy, or uncertainty, of some data, the more information is required in order
to completely describe that data. In other words, it measures the impurity of a node and
the homogeneity of the dataset. The entropy of a particular decision tree node is the sum,
over all the classes represented at that node, of the proportion of records belonging to a
particular class multiplied by the base two logarithm of that proportion. This sum is
usually multiplied by -1 to obtain a positive number. The entropy can be computed
according to Equation 3-21.
E = —2 f=1 pi lo g 2 Pi

Equation 3-21

A node with higher entropy than another is more heterogeneous and therefore less pure.
Entropy is zero if all members of the collection belong to the same class. If the
collection contains unequal numbers, the entropy is between zero and one, and it reaches
maximum value when all classes have equal probability.
Entropy for node (4), mentioned above, is zero, which means that the node is pure and
will not split further. In the decision tree the aim is always to decrease the entropy of the
dataset until leaf nodes are reached, at which point the remaining subset is pure - in
other words, it has zero entropy and represents instances of one class only.
Each of the above-listed criteria may be used to split a tree. The splitting process may
continue until each observation is individually classified - which is not a desirable
outcome as, although the training error may go down to zero, the model cannot be
generalised to new observations as the results are data-specific, as illustrated in Figure
3-11. To avoid this condition, a decision tree model is controlled either by imposing
growth restrictions or by growing a maximum size tree and then pruning it down to size
using a number of techniques such as cross-validation.
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Figure 3-11: Determining when over-fitting begins

3.5.2

Tree pruning and model generalization

The situation in Figure 3-11 is described as data over-fitting which, as noted above, may
be avoided by controlling the tree growth. Over-fitting means the data set only recognises
the training instances, and never learns to classify new instances. It can easily lead to
predictions that are far removed from the range of the training data.
There are various ways to avoid over-fitting in decision trees, including:
•

Stopping tree growth before it reaches the point where it perfectly classifies the
training data (pre - pmning).

•

Allowing the tree to over-fit the data, and then post-pruning it.

Algorithms that build trees to maximum depth will automatically raise pruning.
Pre- pruning determines when to stop the growth of a tree, while post-pruning reduces the
size of a fully expanded one. Although the former approach might seem more direct, postpruning has been found to be more successful in practice due to the difficulty of estimating
precisely when to stop growing the tree. One other way of avoiding over-fitting is to
validate the model during its training, which can be achieved by a process known as crossvalidation. This process estimates the expected level of fit of a model to a data set different
to the one used to train the model.
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3.6 A proposed strategy for data analysis
This section describes the strategy used to analyse the breast cancer data described above.
It consists of two main steps in the first of which all data attributes are divided into
demographical, geographical, controlled, uncontrolled and health condition categories.
The controlled attributes refer to those variables that can be controlled by humans, such
as weight, types of vegetables and meat, sporting activities, whether and for how long
infants are breastfed, number of children, age at last pregnancy and duration of oral
contraceptive use (where used), while the uncontrolled attributes are those that cannot
be controlled. They include such aspects as height, work involving contact with
radiation, age at menarche, age at first pregnancy, age at menopause and spontaneous
abortion. Health condition is a three-level variable indicating whether or not the patient
has other diseases, a family history of breast cancer, or a family history of other genetic
conditions. The second step involves testing the models for their relevance in predicting
breast cancer.
A graphic illustration of the two steps is shown in Figure 3-12, on which each of the
three models will be tested with respect to the data attributes' relevance to predicting
breast cancer.The significant variables are used in predicting breast cancer each time,
testing for significance. The model is re-tested with the significant variables while the
insignificant ones drop out until the final model is obtained.
Furthermore a new step model will built called hybrid model, taking the best factors
from the decision tree model output and passing them into the neural network
architecture in order to produce a classification result. A second hybrid model uses the
same factors identified from the decision tree stage and passes them to a logistic
regression model, in which the results are easier to interpret structurally than in the
neural network. Finally, the results of the base models (the decision tree, single neural
network and logistic regression models) will be compared with the hybrid model results.
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The cross-validation method, which randomly divides the data into K-groups using one
subset for validation and the remaining K-l subsets for training the model, was applied
to test the model. In this case, cross-validation was used to compare the performances of
different folds in order to determine power of the model in predicting breast cancer.
Typically, the model with the lowest generalised error was selected.
More specifically, trees of different sizes were built for the decision tree method. The
test error was measured for each tree, and only the tree with the minimum error rate was
considered. The significant risk factors for decision trees are only those involved in
constructing trees using deviance value9. This technique was applied to the plan
depicted in Figure 3-12.
The forward NN method was thought most applicable for selecting the most important
factors. In this procedure, a NN model was firstly trained on a single factor. Each risk
factor’s contribution was evaluated by its error rate. All the possible models, each of
which was based on one variable (i.e. one risk factor), using the error rate, was tested.
The factor showing a minimum error will be included in the next models, which will
consist of two factors. This process continues until no further reduction in error rate is
noted.

3.7

Data description

Data consisting of 3,057 data samples on 29 variables were obtained from four cancer
treatment centres in Libya during the period 2004-2008, as shown in Figure 3-13 of
which 1,563 constitute patients diagnosed with breast cancer. The four cancer centres Sabratha, Benghazi, Tripoli and Misurata - lie on the Mediterranean and they care for
patients coming from as far south as Gat near the Algerian border and A1 Qufra near the
Sudanese and Chadian borders. Thus, the data were sampled from the Libyan
population of around six million people scattered over 1.8 million square kilometres
exhibited a steady increase in the rate of breast cancer over the period of time, with the
highest growth occurring in Benghazi and the lowest in Misurata.
Data has been collectected by visiting these centres. These centres holds the record of
patinets being treated in centre, access was provide to this data from the specialist after
explanation of aims and objectives of the study and how the result will help them in
9 This term describes the fitness o f statistics for a model that is often used for statistical hypothesis testing
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making good plan for fighting the disease, confidinality of the data was assured to
relevent personels, if any thing was missing author of this thesises posted the
questionerie to the patinet or contacted the if there is any missing information in folder
of the hospital. Detail of data collection is in Appendix B and evidence of data
collection and questionnaire is given in appendix C.
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Figure 3-13: The general trends of breast cancer in Libya (constructed from sampled data)

The sampled data from the four centres are generally placed in a matrix of the form
exhibited in Equation 3-22 for domain-partitioning purposes. To uncover breast cancer
patterns, we apply a combination of classification tree models to learn the rules from the
training data and use them to carry out predictions. The models sequentially split the
training dataset X into groups based on selected data variable thresholds. To split the
data, the model needs some knowledge of each of the classes.
Xn . x n . x i v .
X 2 V X 2 2 ' X 23'

.X2 p

X =

Equation 3-22

X N \'X N 2'X N3

3.7.1

X Np

Data from the African oncology institute - Sabratha

Figure 3-14 shows the number of patients suffering from various types of cancer who
had been treated in the Sabratha institute during 2004. Of 497 patients in this category,
67 (13.48 per cent) had breast cancer. However, Figure 3-15 shows that breast, lung and
prostate cancer and Hodgkin disease are the most common types of cancer and that
breast cancer came second after lung. The figure also shows that breast cancer occurred
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most often in those aged 35-44 years.
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Figure 3-14: All cases of cancer by age in 2004 at Sabratha Institute
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Figure 3-15: Four most prevalent types of cancer by age group in 2004 at Sabratha Institute

In 2005 the number of breast cancer patients was 80 (12.98 per cent), out of 616 of all
types of cancer (Figure 3-16). Figure 3-17 shows that cancer of the colon overtook the
other four, and that breast cancer came third after colon and lung cancer respectively.
Breast cancer was also most prevalent that year among those aged 45-54.
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Figure 3-16: AH cases of cancer by age in 2005 at Sabratha Institute
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Figure 3-17: Four most prevalent types of cancer by age group in 2005 at Sabratha Institute

In 2006 leukaemia became one of the four most prevalent types of cancer (Figure 3-18,
but again breast cancer accounted for the greatest number of cases - 101 (20.15 per
cent) out of 501 cancer patients. Figure 3-19 shows that the age group most prone to
breast cancer was the 35-44 year old one.
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Figure 3-18: All cases of cancer by age in 2006 at Sabratha Institute
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Figure 3-19: Four most prevalent types of cancer by age group in 2006 at Sabratha Institute

During 2007 breast cancer remained the most prevalent type, with 105 (17.5 per cent) of
600 patients having contracted this form (Figure 3-20). Figure 3-21 shows that breast
cancer came fourth after cancers of the colon, rectum and lung, and were followed by
prostate cancer; the most susceptible age group was 35-44 years.
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Figure 3-20: All cases of cancer by age in 2007 in Sabratha
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Figure 3-21: Five most prevalent types of cancer by age group in 2007 at Sabratha Institute

Breast cancer patients numbered 162 (26.51 per cent) of the total 611 treated in 2008
(Figure 3-22). Breast cancer came third after cancer of the colon and lung cancer, and
was followed by prostate cancer. Figure 3-23 shows that the most common age group
for breast cancer patients was 45-54 years.
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Figure 3-22: All cases of cancer by age in 2008 at Sabratha Institute
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Figure 3-23: Four most prevalent types of cancer by age group in 2008 at Sabratha Institute

3.7.2

Data from the Benghazi centre

There were 95 breast cancer patients in 2004 at the Benghazi centre, constituting 23 per
cent of the total 410 cancer patients (Figure 3-24). Breast cancer cases the most
prevalent, followed by cancers of the lung, colon, rectum and ovary. Figure 3-25 shows
that breast cancer patients aged 50-59 years old were the most susceptible to the disease.
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Figure 3-24: All cases o f cancer by gender in 2004 at Benghazi centre

Figure 3-25: Cases o f breast cancer by age group in 2004 at Benghazi centre

In 2005 there were 112 breast cancer patients, constituting 22.71 per cent of the total
493 cancer patients (Figure 3-26). Breast cancer was the most prevalent type, followed
by cancers of the lung, colon and prostate; the most susceptible age group was 40-49
(Figure 3-27).
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Figure 3-26: All cases of cancer by gender in 2005 at Benghazi centre
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Figure 3-27: Cases of breast cancer by age group in 2005 at Benghazi centre

During 2006 breast cancer remained the most prevalent type, with 113 (19.85 per cent)
of the total 569 cancer patients (Figure 3-28). The main age group of sufferers was 4049 years (Figure 3-29), and this form of the disease was still the most prevalent,
followed by cancers of the lung, colon and prostate.
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Figure 3-28: All cases of cancer by gender in 2006 at Benghazi centre

Figure 3-29: Cases of breast cancer by age group in 2006 at Benghazi centre

The total number of breast cancer patients in the year 2007 was 148, 20.96 per cent of
the total 706 cancer patients (Figure 3-30). Breast cancer again accounted for the
greatest number of patients, with those aged 40-49 years being the most highly
represented (Figure 3-31).
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Figure 3-30: All cases of cancer by gender in 2007 at Benghazi centre

Figure 3-31: Cases of breast cancer by age group in 2007 at Benghazi centre

The total number of patients suffering from breast cancer in the year 2008 was 173,
24.53 per cent of the total 705 cancer patients (Figure 3-32). Breast cancer was again
the most prevalent, followed by cancers of the lung, colon and prostate. Figure 3-33 also
shows that the mean age of breast cancer patients was 50-59.
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Figure 3-32: All cases of cancer by gender in 2008 at Benghazi centre

Figure 3-33: Cases o f breast cancer by age group in 2008 at Benghazi centre

3.7.3

Data from the central hospital in Tripoli

There were 308 patients suffering from breast cancer disease during the period between
2004 and 2008; the yearly totals are shown in Figure 3-34. Figure 3-35 represents the
number of cases by age group. The breakdown results in proportions of breast cancer
patients of 1.62 per cent of those aged under 20, 8.11 per cent of those aged 20-30,
26.62 per cent of those aged 31-40, 33.11 of those aged 41-50, 29.2 per cent of those
aged 51-60 and 1.29 per cent of those age over 60.
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Figure 3-34: Number of breast cancer patients by year at Tripoli centre
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Figure 3-35: the number of breast cancer Cases by age group at Tripoli centre

3.7.4

Data from the National Cancer Institute in Misurata

There were 136 patients suffering from breast cancer in Misurata institute during the
period between 2004 and 2008 (Figure 3-36). It can be deduced from Figure 3-37 that
2.20 per cent of the patients aged less than 20, 8.82 per cent of those aged 20-30, 30.14
per cent of those aged 31-40, 47.05 per cent of those aged 41-50, 8.08 per cent of those
aged 51-60 and 3.67 per cent of those aged over >60 suffer from breast cancer.
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Figure 3-36: Number of breast cancer patients by year at Misurata centre
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Figure 3-37: the number of breast cancer Cases by age group at Misurata centre

In general the data shows that women younger than 20 years old run the least risk of
developing breast cancer, while those aged 35-54 are at the greatest risk. As we
mentioned in Chapter

three

(3.6), the

data will be divided into five group

(demographical,

geographical, controlled, uncontrolled and health condition) to test the performance of
the three data techniques.
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3.8 Selection of R software Program
Many statistical programs are available for analysing the breast cancer data including
SAS, MATLAB, SPSS, EXCEL, etc. The main software used in this study is R
supported by EXCEL. The R software provides a wide variety of statistical and
graphical techniques; linear and nonlinear mixed effects models, statistical tests,
clustering and classification. In addition, it allows users to add additional functionality
by defining new functions, and easy to integrate it into existing functionality.

3.9 Research ethics
Data used during this research was collected from four cancer centres in Libya. Prior to
collection, extensive meetings were held with heads of departments, to whom the
purpose of research and its benefits for the Libyan community and more generally for
the African continent was explained. The written permission for the collection and use
of data shown in the Appendix was granted. This research uses highly confidential and
private data. The researcher assured the authorities that he will not misuse or reveal that
data to any person not involved in this research. Personal information from all patient
files was made available. During and after this study the researcher also followed the
ethical code of the UK’s Sheffield Hallam University.
Bryman (2008) emphasises that ethical considerations are critical and appropriate for
any research process. Ethical issues were taken into account throughout all the stages of
research, particularly during the data collection phase. Black (2002) notes that ethical
considerations must generally be considered during the research design. Each person
involved in the research is also considered to have certain roles and responsibilities.
While researchers should maintain high standards to ensure that data is accurate, and
should not misrepresent that data, they are also required to protect the right to
confidentiality of participants in the research (Zikmund, 1999).It follows that
researchers’ primary ethical consideration is to protect participating organisations and
individuals from any possible disadvantages or adverse consequences that may result
from their research (Black, 2002; Zikmund, 1999; Bryman, 2008).

3.10 Summary
This chapter has given detailed discussion about the three methods used in this research
and their use in predicting breast cancer. Strategy along with data analysis is given in
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this chapter, which also explains how data were collected during this research. The
proposed strategy for data analysis which would apply is given in Chapter 4, and
Chapter 5 has further analysis relating to the hybrid model.
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Chapter 4 : Data Analysis
4.1 Introduction
This chapter provides data analysis of the sampled data from two perspectives. Firstly,
we carry out an exploratory analysis of the data from the four cancer centres to obtain
general patterns of the disease in Libya. Secondly, the sampled data are subjected to
domain-partitioning using the methods and strategy outlined in Chapter three.
Our devised Strategy has been discussed in detail in Chapter 3, and the methodology in
Section 3.6. The same strategy is followed in the analysis of the data. Data from 3,057
patients in various centres throughout the Libya, for cancer generally and breast cancer
in particular, was analysed. Cross-validation was used to verify the results of this data
using logistic regression, neural networking and decision trees. The results of the three-,
five- and ten-fold cross-validation algorithms are discussed below. The dataset of breast
cancer was divided into three, five and ten-folds in order to compute the error rate for
the three classification methods using an algorithm of forward variable selection. For
three-fold cross-validation the 3,057 patients were divided into three subsamples, one of
which acted as a validation set containing data from 1,019 patients while the data from
the remaining 2,038 in the other two was treated as training data. For five-fold
validation, 611 patients were used for validation with the remainder constituting training
samples. Finally, for ten-fold validation, the size of the subsample was reduced to 305
patients. The results of the logistic regression verification will be presented first, then
those for neural networks and decision trees.

4.2 Logistic Regression
In this section, the results are organised according to the plan of selection algorithm.
Each table shows the validation error evaluated by three, five and ten folders.
To determine the best number of variables leading to the lowest error rates, the logistic
classifier is trained on all the possible subsets using three-, five- and ten-fold crossvalidation. The experiment is repeated (bootstrapped) 50 times using the selection
strategy, after which the odds ratio is estimated for the final classifier based on the best
variables belonging to the factors under consideration.
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4.2.1

Demographic factors

According to Fig 4-1, all the cross-validation folds display a very slow variation in error
rate when the logistic classifier includes one or two variables. The variation becomes
larger when three or more predictors are entered into the model, despite the error rate
decreasing. The logistic classifier performs best when the classifier retains five or sex
predictors. It should be noted that the error rate variation produced by ten-fold crossvalidation seems to be somewhat lower that the results from three and five-fold. One
reason for this may be attributed to the large number of training sets, which enables the
logistic classifier to receive more information, particularly when the features of dataset
are highly correlated, leading to poor parameter estimates.
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Figure 4-1: Error rates based on the number of variable for logistic classifier for three folds (top plot), five
folds (middle plot) and ten folds (bottom plot) in terms of demographic factors.

Based on the selection results of demographic factor given in Table 4-1 the socio
economic variable plays the greatest role in distinguishing between the two groups for a
simple model consisting of one variable; however the performance of this model is only
mediocre. By adding the other important variables using the selection algorithm, the
selection process is terminated at the socio-economic, educational level, age and
employment variables, since no significant reduction in error rate is achieved by any
further additions. In fact, error rates obviously do not drop markedly by adding the
variables in the successive models. The number of folds evaluating error rate show a
very similar level of performance.

Variable

Number o f variables
in the model

Three folds

Socio Economic
Education, level
A ge
Employee
Marital State
Gender

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.386
0.355
0.346
0.319
0.305
0.301

Error rate
Five folds
0.386
0.355
0.346
0.321
0.307
0.303

Ten folds
0.386
0.355
0.344
0.317
0.303
0.298

Table 4-1: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained on models demographic
factor.

4.2.2

Controlled factors

The results of the controlled factors shown in Fig 4-2 demonstrate that the test error
rates resulting from the K- (K=3, 5 and 10)-fold cross-validations follow the same
pattern. The Interesting result, here, is that when complexity of logistic classifier, the
reduction in error rate becomes obviously slow. The variation in error rate for selected
subsets of predictors is quite low, resulting in stability of estimated parameters for all
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bootstrapped samples.
According to Table 4-2, weight has the highest performance for simple models (about
79 per cent) - a considerable accuracy rate for a model based on one independent
variable. Hence, weight is one of major predictive factors for the risk of developing
breast cancer. The best logistic regression models based on two and three variables,
breastfeeding and length of breast feeding are the most important variables respectively.
The error rate for the model based on three variables drops to 13.7 per cent (about 7.2
per cent better than the simple model based on weight). By adding the other important
variables using the selection algorithm, the selection process is terminated at the five
variables of weight, breastfeeding, length of breastfeeding, sporting activity and kinds
of meat, because the reduction in error rate for the other variables is relatively low.
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Figure 4-2: Error rates based on the number of variable for logistic classifier for three folds (top plot), five
folds (middle plot)) and ten folds (bottom plot) in terms of control factor.

Variable
Weight
Breastfeeding
Length o f
Breastfeeding
Sport
Kind o f Meat
A ge at last
pregnancy
Duration o f oral
contraceptive.use
Kind o f Vegetable
Number o f children
Oral contraceptive
use

Number o f
variables in the
model
1
2

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.209
0.169

0.209
0.169

0.209
0.169

3

0.137

0.137

0.137

4
5

0.110
0.085

0.110
0.085

0.110
0.085

6

0.079

0.077

0.078

7

0.077

0.074

0.073

8
9

0.074
0.069

0.069
0.067

0.065
0.064

10

0.069

0.066

0.063

Table 4-2: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained on controlled factors

4.2.3

Uncontrolled factor

According to Fig 4-3 the variation in error rate is very low for all samples of crossvalidation meaning and selected subsets of predictors. As long as the selected number
exceeds three, the selection process does not increase the performance of logistic
classifiers. However, the predictors of uncontrolled factors are not correlated with each
other, as indicated by the low variation in error rates. Table (4-3) shows that height is
the most important distinguishing variable, followed by work connected with radiation
and then miscarriages. The error rate drops from 20.7 per cent for the simple model to
9.2 per cent for the one based on the three variables. The selection procedure was
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stopped at this point, since the error rate does not change thereafter.

Variable
Height
Work connected with
radiation
Spontaneous
abortions
A ge at menarche
A ge at menopause
A ge at firs Pregnancy

Number of
variables in the
model
1

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.207

0.207

0.207

2

0.113

0.113

0.113

3

0.092

0.092

0.092

0.092
4
0.092
0.092
0.092
0.092
6
0.091
0.091
0.091
7
0.091
Table 4-3: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained on uncontrolled factors
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Figure 4-3: Error rates based on the number of variable for logistic classifier for three folds (top plot), five
folds (middle plot)) and ten folds (bottom plot) in terms of uncontrolled factor.

4.2.4

Health factor

Fig 4-4 demonstrates no benefit from adding more than one predictor to the logistic
classifier. All the bootstrapped samples in the K-fold cross-validations result in the
same value of error rate. This is a very rare result.
The results in Table 4-4 show that, for a simple model, family history of breast cancer is
the most important variable, and is thus largely responsible for development of the
disease, with a prediction accuracy of 82.2 per cent. Other diseases and inherited disease
variables do not contribute to the classification performance.

Number o f
Error rate
variables in the
Ten folds
Three folds
Five folds
model
1
0.178
Family history
0.178
0.178
0.178
2
Other diseases
0.178
0.178
0.178
3
0.178
0.178
Inherited diseases
Table 4-4: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained on health factors
Variable
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Figure 4-4: Error rates based on the number of variable for logistic classifier for three folds (top plot), five
folds (middle plot)) and ten folds (bottom plot) in terms of health factor
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4.2.5

Demographic and control factors

The results in Fig 4-5 show that error rate variation is reduced when using five- or 10fold cross-validation, leading to stability in the values of the estimated parameters. For
the cases of cross-validation, low variation levels will rise when there are more than
four predictors.
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Figure 4-5: Error rates based on the number of variable for logistic classifier for three folds (top plot), five
folds (middle plot)) and ten folds (bottom plot) in terms of demographic and control factors

This analysis is used to select the important variables from the retained ones of
demographic and controlled factors. Table 4-5 shows that weight is the first variable
entered into the model, and its error rate is 20.9 per cent using three, five and ten folds.
The error rate drops significantly after entering breastfeeding, to 16.9 per cent, and
decreases gradually when the other important variables are added using the selection
algorithm. The selection process is terminated at the five variables of weight,
breastfeeding, length of breastfeeding, sporting activity and kinds of meat, as shown in
Table 4-5.The reduction in error rate demonstrates by these variables is relatively low;
all variables provided under the algorithm of demographic selection are excluded from
the final selection. In other words, the best controlled factors will be selected for final
model. According to this result, the effect of the demographic factors has probably
passed through the controlled factors.

Variable
Weight
Breastfeeding
Length o f
Breastfeeding
Sport
Kind o f Meat
Socio Economic
A ge
Employee
Education level

Number of
variables in the
model

Error rate
Ten folds

Three folds

Five folds

1
2

0.209
0.169

0.209
0.169

3

0.137

0.137

0.137

4
5
6
7
8
9

0.110
0.085
0.078
0.076
0.075
0.073

0.110
0.085
0.078
0.076
0.075
0.074

0.110
0.085
0.078
0.077
0.075
0.073

L

0.209
0.169

Table 4-5:Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained on best demographic and
control factors
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4.2.6

Uncontrolled and health factors

Similarly to the previous results, Fig 4-6 confirms that the larger the size of training set,
the lower the level of variation. Hence, good estimation is gained, Three-fold crossvalidation does provide a good result, although less efficient than 10-fold. Table 4-6
demonstrates the results of variables selection algorithm that provides the best
uncontrolled and health factors for the construction of a model. Family history comes
first, with an error rate of 17.8 per cent according to the three types of fold. This is
consequently considered as a major predictive factor for breast cancer.
Family history is combined with height in a second model, where the error rate becomes
8.4 per cent- a good reduction. Adding work connected with radiation further reduces
the error rate, although not as much. Because spontaneous abortions do not significantly
improve the cancer classification, the selection process is terminated at the three
variables of family history, height and work connected with radiation, as shown in
Table 4-6 the reduction in error rate resulting from these variables is relatively low
according to the three types of cross-validation.
Variable

Number of
variables in the
model

Family history
Height
Work connected
with radiation
Spontaneous
abortions

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

1
2

0.178
0.084

0.178
0.084

0.178
0.084

3

0.069

0.069

0.069

4

0.068

0.069

0.068

Table 4-6: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained on best uncontrolled and
health factors
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Figure 4-6: Error rates based on the number of variable for logistic classifier for three folds (top plot), five
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4.2.7

All Factors

For the final model, Fig 4-7 leaves no doubt that 10-fold cross-validation does not result
in a markedly more consistent estimation of parameters than does three and five-fold
cross-validation when the number of predictors entered in the logistic classifier
increases. Overall, K (where K=3, 5 and 10)-fold cross-validation using the bootstrap
technique provides a good indicator for: assessing the consistency of estimated
parameters and determining the number of predictors required for the best performance.
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Figure 4-7: Error rates based on the number of variable for logistic classifier for three folds (top plot), five
folds (middle plot)) and ten folds (bottom plot) in terms of all factors.

The best variables obtained from Table 4-5 and 4-6 are used to form a new combination
in order increase the classification performance. Table 4-7 shows that the uncontrolled
and controlled factors make the highest contribution to the classification. Family history
and height result in error rates of 8.4 per cent. Length of breastfeeding from the
uncontrolled factors, together with the variables already selected for this model, reduce
the error rate to 6.9 per cent. In the writer judgment, the best performance of 96.27 per
cent is achieved by adding work connected with radiation and breastfeeding to the
previous variables.

Variable
Family history
Height
Length o f
Breastfeeding
Work connected
with radiation
Breastfeeding
Kind o f Meat
Sport
Weight

Number of
variables in the
model

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

1
2

0.178
0.084

0.178
0.084

0.171
0.084

3

0.069

0.069

0.069

4

0.046

0.046

0.046

5
6

7

0.037
0.034
0.027

0.037
0.034
0.027

0.037
0.034
0.023

8

0.021

0.021

0.021

Table 4-7: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models based trained on the all important
factors

The potential for developing the disease will now be illustrated by the results of logistic
regression. All the significant variables kept in the final model are used to produce the
estimates of the logistic model. Each predictive variable is encoded into a number of
binary variables taking the values of zero and one. If the original predictor is based on
category k, the k-1 binary variable is obtained. This procedure enables one to predict the
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chance that this disease is present for each category using the odds ratio. Applying
maximum likelihood to fit this model, Table 4-8 shows the results.
SD-Error

Z-value

2.6484

0.8420

1.157

3.5216

33.8369

0.8698

4.049***

>100

17.3955

358716

683.9363

0.025

Yes

0

1

No

2.9013

18.1971

0.3286

8.829 ***

No

0

1

Length o f

< 1 year

-9.3952

0.0008

1.9415

-4.839***

breastfeeding

1 year

-10.4036

0.0003

1.9185

-5.423***

< 2 year

-13.4009

0.0000

1.9934

-6.723***

Red meat

0

1

Fish

-1.7170

0.1795

0.4343

3.953***

Bird

-2.5597

0.0773

0.3912

-6.542***

Yes

0

1

No

6.4641

6.4148

1.1998

5.387***

<150

0

1

151-170

3.0286

20.669

0.4418

6.855***

>171

6.6959

8.0905

0.5758

No

0

1

Yes

3.9778

0.01872

W ork connected

No

0

1

with radiation

Yes

3.8076

0.0220

Variable

Category

Coefficient

Odds

<60

0

1

60-80

0.9740

80-100

W eight in kg

Sport

Kind o f meat

Breastfeeding

Height
11.628
***

10.808

Family history
0.3680

0.4276

***

8.905 ***

Significant keys: * significant at 0.05, ** significant at 0.01 and *** significant at 0.001
Table 4-8: Results from the final model of logistic regression fitting breast cancer dataset

This table includes coefficient, standard error and odds ratio as well as Z score
(coefficient divided by standard error) for the coefficient in the model. This score is
used to test the null hypothesis that the coefficient in the model is zero. The table shows
women who weigh between 60-80 kgs to have an almost two and a half times greater
risk of developing the disease. The odds of the weight group of 80-100 kg is 33.84,
which means that the potential for developing breast cancer is about 33.84 times the
likelihood of it not occurring. The results for women who weigh more than 100 kg are
surprising, and must be explained with some care. While not a significant number, this
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group has the highest odds ratio for developing the disease, but it is important to note
that as weight increases, so does the chance of developing breast cancer. This agrees
with the results of Adebamowo et al. 2003, Stephenson and Rose (2003), Sweeney et al.
(2004) and Krebs et al., (2006).
Women who do not practise sport are three times more likely to contract the disease;
this agrees with the results of Gilliland et al (2001) and John et al. (2003). However, it
differs from the results of Colditz et al. (2003), Margolis et al. (2005) and Mertens et al.
(2006), who found no relationship between physical activity and breast cancer in pre- or
post-menopausal women.
A diet that includes fowl has a lower odds ratio than one with other kinds of meat, thus
we verify the results of Zografos et al. (2004), and Hanf and Gonder (2005). Those who
do not breastfeed their babies are at six times the risk of those who do, agreeing with the
results of Zheng et al. (2000) and the Collaborative Group on Hormonal Factors and
Breast Cancer (2002), whereas the chance of contracting breast cancer diminishes
markedly as the length of breastfeeding increases. The odds of infection are about four
times higher if there is a family history of breast cancer; these results agree with Sattin
et al. (1985), Pharoah et al. (1997), Calderon et al. (2000), the Collaborative Group on
Hormonal Factors in Breast Cancer (2001) and Ebrahimi et al. (2002), who declared
that breast cancer risk was significantly greater in women with a family history of the
disease. Also, the odds relating to work connected with radiation are about four times
higher; these results agree with those of Furberg et al. (2002), who declared that no
matter how low the radiation dose , there is some small risk associated with exposure.

4.3 Neural Network
Before starting to apply the selection procedure, the number of hidden units minimizing
the error rate using a cumulative error rate difference will be determined. This strategy
can enable us to reduce the time to compute the results. The selection procedure will be
based on the number of hidden units discovered.
4.3.1

Demographic factors

Figure 4-8 shows that the difference for all folds for hidden units of size two can result
in low cumulative error rates. Notice that the performance of the neural network will be
somewhat low if the size of units becomes large, say seventeen. The results of all the
folds for variable selection algorithms demonstrate that the classifier trained on the
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socioeconomic variable results in the highest performance. By constructing new
classifiers, each consisting of two variables, one of which is the socioeconomic one, the
best reduction in error rate is obtained by the classifier trained on the socioeconomic
and education level variables, as shown in Table 4-9. By following the same process the
socioeconomic variable and the level of education are selected. The variables of
employment and age are retained in the next step of analysis, since they show error rates
of 26.4 per cent. The performance of the excluded factors of marital state and gender is
not noteworthy.
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Figure 4-8: cumulative error rates based on the number of hidden units for three folds (top plot), five folds
(middle plot) and ten folds (bottom plot) in terms of demographic factors.
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Variable

Number of
variables in the
model

Socio Economic
Education, level
Employee
A ge
Marital State
Gender

1
2
3
4
5
6

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.386
0.355
0.310
0.264
0.252
0.246

0.386
0.355
0.311
0.269
0.258
0.258

0.386
0.355
0.313
0.265
0.248
0.248

Table 4-9 Error rate of cross validation according to the neural network models trained on demographic
factors

4.3.2

Controlled Factors

The best size for hidden units is two (Fig 4-9). Variable selection shows that the
classifier trained on the weight variable leads to the highest performance among the all
simple classification models of neural network. By constructing new classifiers, each of
which consists of two variables, one of which is weight, it is apparent that the best
reduction in error rate is obtained by the classifier trained on weight and breastfeeding
as shown in the Table 4-10. After the selection algorithm was run several times, weight,
breastfeeding, length of breastfeeding, sporting activity and kinds of meat were selected
as variables for further analysis, since they show an error rate of 8.5 per cent. The
excluded factors are the number of children, Age at last pregnancy, kinds of vegetable
and use of oral contraceptives.
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Figure 4-9: cumulative error rates based on the number of hidden units for three folds (top plot), five folds
(middle plot) and ten folds (bottom plot) in terms of control factors.

Variable
Weight
Breastfeeding
Length o f
Breastfeeding
Sport
Kind o f Meat
Kind o f Vegetable
Duration o f oral
contraceptive.use
Number o f children
A ge at last
pregnancy
Oral contraceptive
use

Number o f
variables in
the model
1

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

2

0.209
0.169

0.209
0.169

0.209
0.169

3

0.138

0.139

0.139

4

0.112

6

0.113
0.085
0.082

0.086
0.082

0.111
0.087
0.082

7

0.078

0.080

0.082

8

0.077

0.079

0.071

9

0.075

0.076

0.076

10

0.075

0.075

0.075

5

Table 4-10 Error rate of cross validation according to the neural network trained on controlled factor
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4.3.3

Health Factors

Two hidden units are enough to reach a good performance, as shown in Fig 4-10. The
selection of classifier based on a single variable demonstrates that the health factor of
family history performs better than the other variables; its error rate is 17.8 per cent.
The construction of new classifiers trained on two variables, one of which is family
history, shows that the best reduction in error rate is obtained by the classifier trained on
the family history and other diseases variables, as shown in Table 4-11 in. Family
history, other diseases and inherited disease are retained as factors for further analysis.
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Figure 4-10 cumulative error rates based on the number of hidden units for three folds (top plot), five folds
(middle plot) and ten folds (bottom plot) in terms of health factors

Number of
Error rate
variables in the
Ten folds
Three folds
Five folds
model
1
0.178
0.178
Family history
0.178
0.143
2
0.143
Other diseases
0.143
0.132
3
0.132
0.132
Inherited diseases
Table 4-11: Error rate of cross validation according to the neural network model trained on health factors.
Variable

4.3.4

Uncontrolled factors

Fig. 4-11 shows that two hidden units can be used for constructing the classifier. The
height variable provides the highest performance among the simple classifiers. The
construction of new classifiers consisting of two variables, one of which is height,
demonstrates that the best reduction in error rate is achieved by the classifier trained on
height and working with radiation (Table 5-12). Following the same procedure, height,
working with radiation and spontaneous abortions are the factors chosen for further
analysis, their error rate is 9.61 per cent. Age at menarche, age at first pregnancy and
age at menpause do not show remarkable performances, so they are excluded from the
uncontrolled factors model.
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Figure 4-11: cumulative error rates based on the number of hidden units for three folds (top plot), five folds
(middle plot) and ten folds (bottom plot) in terms of uncontrolled factors.
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Number of
variables in the
model
1

Variable

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.207
0.207
0.207
Height
Work connected
2
0.113
0.113
0.113
with radiation
Spontaneous
3
0.096
0.096
0.097
abortions
Age at menarche
4
0.092
0.094
095
Age at menopause
6
0.092
0.092
0.092
Age at firs
0.092
7
0.092
0.091
Pregnancy
Table 4-12: Error rate of cross validation according to the neural network trained on uncontrolled factors

4.3.5

Demographic and controlled factors

Fig.4-12 shows that two units are chosen to build the neural networks classifier. The
weight variable leads to the best performance among these factors (Table 4-13), and the
best reduction in error rate is obtained by the classifier trained on weight and
breastfeeding as shown in Table 4-13. Weight, breastfeeding, length of breastfeeding,
sporting activity, kinds of meat and socioeconomic factors are the variables used for
further analysis. The error rate is 76.87 per cent for the three cross-validation
procedures, so the unremarkable employee, age and educational level are excluded.
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Figure 4-12: cumulative error rates based on the number of hidden units for three folds (top plot), live folds
(middle plot) and ten folds (bottom plot) in terms of demographic and control factors.

Variable

Number of
variables in the
model
1
2

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

Weight
0.209
0.209
0.209
0.169
Breastfeeding
0.169
0.169
Length of
0.137
3
0.138
0.137
Breastfeeding
4
0.110
Sport
0.111
0.110
0.085
Kind o f Meat
5
0.086
0.085
0.078
Socio Economic
6
0.077
0.078
0.077
Employee
7
0.077
0.076
0.073
Age
8
0.073
0.075
0.072
0.074
0.073
Education level
9
Table 4-13 :Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained based on demographic and
controlled factors.

4.3.6

Uncontrolled and health factors

Fig. 4-13 makes it clear that two units are best for constructing a selection classifier.
The family history variable is the most accurate of the uncontrolled and health factors,
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as shown in Table 4-14. With an accuracy of 91.6 per cent for the all procedures of
cross-validation, family history and height provide the best combination of variables, a
performance that improves further to 93.1 per cent after work connected with radiation
is added. The error rate does not drop further when the other variables are added to the
models 4, 5 and 6 see Table 4-14.
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Figure 4-13: cumulative error rates based on the number of hidden units for three folds (top plot), five folds
(middle plot) and ten folds (bottom plot) in terms of health and uncontrolled factors.

Variable

Number of
variables in
the model
1
2

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

Family history
0.178
0.178
0.178
0.084
0.084
Height
0.084
Work connected
3
0.069
0.069
0.069
with radiation
4
Inherited diseases
0.068
0.067
0.067
Spontaneous
5
0.056
0.057
0.060
abortions
Other diseases
6
0.056
0.054
0.054
Table 4-14: Error rate of cross validation according to the neural network models trained on best uncontrolled
and health factors

4.3.7

All factors

Two hidden units is the optimal number for all factors (Fig 4-14). With respect to the
last stage of analysis, the best neural network classifier is shown in Table 4-15. Family
history is the simple classifier that best discriminates between patient and control. The
error rate drops significantly when height is added to the model, as demonstrated by
Table 4-15. The final neural network classifier based on the variable selection algorithm
shows a very low error rate using the five variables of family history, height, length of
breastfeeding, work connected with radiation and breastfeeding respectively. In short,
according to the three procedures of cross-validation, the error rate is about 3.7 per cent
for classifier based on the five variables, while it is about 17.76 per cent using the
simple model.
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Number of
variables in the
model
1
2

Variable

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.178
0.178
0.178
Family history
0.084
0.084
0.084
Height
Length of
3
0.069
0.069
0.069
Breastfeeding
Work connected
4
0.048
0.047
0.046
with radiation
Breastfeeding
5
0.037
0.040
0.039
0.034
0.034
0.034
Sport
6
0.034
0.031
Weight
7
0.030
8
0.0261
0.028
0.029
Kind o f Meat
Table 4-15 Error rate of cross validation according to the neural network models trained on the all important
factors
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Figure 4-14: cumulative error rates based on the number of hidden units for three folds (top plot), five folds
(middle plot) and ten folds (bottom plot) in terms of all factors.

4.4 Decision Tree Method
For the decision tree, the best size with the lowest error rate will be determined by
constructing a large number of trees so that the complexity of the resulting tree classifier
will less and the validation error low. To achieve this goal, the analysis was repeated 50
times using the cross-validation approach where K= {3, 5, 10}. The average error rate
for training and validation is computed for each repetition. Trees were grown each time,
the differences in error rates determined for two successive trees with different sizes and
the cumulative sum for the error rate difference computed. Using this strategy it can be
seen that, if the error rate for two successive trees decreases considerably, the
cumulative curve rises sharply; also, if the curve rises slowly, the reduction in error rate
will do likewise, resulting in a large tree. When the error rate becomes large the curves
dips, and hence the tree should not be grown.

4.4.1 Demographic factors
Based on 50 three-folds repetitions Fig. 4-15 shows that the training and test error rates
for demographic factors drop sharply when the tree size becomes six; this can be seen
for three and five-folds. The plot for cumulative error rate difference makes it clear that
the curve drops when the tree has seven terminal nodes. There is a slight difference for
ten-folds, however: size seven leads to a little improvement. However, this does not
result in a low error rate, as given by the corresponding cumulative rate. The validation
error rate begins rising when tree size is larger than seven. When the size of tree
becomes large, say more than six nodes, the validation error rate either does not
decrease or it rises. In fact the seven-node performance using ten-folds does not result in
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a marked improvement, so the performance of the accuracy at size six has been taken as
optimal. This results in an allocation that is 69.9 per cent correct. The construction of
the decision tree is shown in Figure 4-16. This plot makes it clear that the
socioeconomic condition is the most important variable in the development of breast
cancer, followed respectively by the level of education, age and employment.
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is training error whereas red line is validation error. R.H.S shows the cumulative error rate difference. Notice
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Figure 4-16: Decision tree demographic factors using the best size for 3,5 and 10 folds.

4.4.2

Controlled factors

The results of tree pruning in terms of controlled factors are shown in Fig 4-17.
According to these plots, the validation samples show that the training and test errors
become closer as the tree size becomes smaller, whereas the situation is in fact the
reverse. It is clear for all cross-validation folds that the error rates decrease as tree size
increases. But the improvement in tree classifier is not as great as the complexity is
high. The plots show that accuracy at size seven delivers the optimal performance,
resulting in an allocation that is 88.06 per cent correct. Since this size provides terminal
nodes for trees with the same label in the same branch, these nodes can be combined.
Snipping these nodes thus produces six terminal nodes. The tree has accordingly been
constructed as shown in Fig 4-18. It is clear that weight is the most important variable in
the development of breast cancer, followed by sporting involvement and length of
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breastfeeding.
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Figure 4-17:L.H.S shows error rate for different sizes of tree trained on controlled factors where green line is
training error whereas red line is validation error. R.H.S shows the cumulative error rate difference. Notice
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Figure 4-18: Decision tree for controlled factors using the best size for 3,5 and 10 folds.

4.4.3

Uncontrolled factors

The results for uncontrolled factors are given in Fig 4-19 the training and test error rates
are the same for all folds except for five-folds, which differ somewhat at the tree of size
three. When the tree becomes much bigger - say, more than six - the error will be high.
This trend becomes much clear as the number of folds increases (see the plots for
cumulative error rate difference). For all folds the accuracy at size six has been taken as
the optimal performance, resulting in an allocation that is 90.67 per cent correct. The
tree was constructed accordingly. Fig 4-20 this plot makes it clear that height is the most
important variable in the development of breast cancer, followed by working with
radiation and spontaneous abortion.
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Figure 4-20: Decision tree for uncontrolled factors using the best size for 3,5 and 10 folds.

4.4.4

Health factors

For these factors, the training and test error rates for health factors drop sharply when
the tree size is four, as shown in Fig 4-21. On the other hand, the difference in trend
between training and test error is obvious in the plot for cumulative error rate
difference. All plots confirm that tree sizes any larger than this do not affect
performance. The size four decision tree displays the optimal performance of 87.75 per
cent and was accordingly constructed as shown in Fig 4-22 .It is clear that family
history is the most important variable in the development of breast cancer, followed by
other diseases and inherited diseases.
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Figure 4-21: L.H.S shows error rate for different sizes of tree trained on health factors where green line is
training error whereas red line is validation error. R.H.S shows the cumulative error rate difference. Notice
that top panel shows three folds, middle panel shows five folds and bottom panel shows ten folds
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Figure 4-22: Decision tree for health factors using the best size for 3,5 and 10 folds.
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4.4.5

Demographic and controlled factors

The error rate curves obtained by the all folds are somewhat similar see Fig 4-23. A tree
of size 12 has the lowest value error, but the difference between this error rate and that
for a tree of size five is small. Based on all the procedures, the splitting terminates at
five terminal nodes, a size that results in an allocation that is 84.39 per cent correct. The
tree was accordingly constructed as shown in Fig4-24 this plot shows that weight is the
most important variable in the development of breast cancer, followed by length of
breastfeeding and sporting activity.
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Figure 4-24: Decision tree for demographic and control factors using the best size for 3,5 and 10 fold.

4.4.6

Uncontrolled and health factors

Figure 4-25 shows that the training and test error rates for uncontrolled and health
factors drop sharply when the tree size reaches four. In terms of test sets, the figure
displays that any greater size than this does not result in a markedly lower error rate,
and this has consequently been adopted as the size that results in the best performance.
The resulting decision tree is shown in Fig 4-26 it is clear from this plot that height is
the most important variable for developing breast cancer, followed by family history
and height.
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Figure 4-26: Decision tree for health and uncontrolled factors using the best size for 3,5 and 10 folds

4.4.7

AH factors

For the final model, Fig 4-27 shows that the size of decision tree resulting in the best
performance is seven. The results show that tall women are more prone to the disease
see Fig 4-28 .The tree diagram given in the same figure demonstrates that height, family
history, weight, length of breastfeeding and sporting activity are respectively the most
important variables for classifying the study individuals.
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Figure 4-28: Decision tree for all factors using the best size for 3, 5 and 10 folds
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By using complexity parameters (CPs) in order to avoid over-fitting resulting from
growing decision trees, Table 4-16 shows the error rate using K-folds cross-validation
for each combination of factors. For each combination, the CP values of 0.5 and 0.2
lead to very similar error rates across all the investigated folds. On the other hand, the
error rate falls considerably when the CP is set to be .001. This reduction in the error
rate does not differ much across the folds.

Error rate
Factors
Combination

CP

Demographic

0.50
0.20
0.001
0.50
0.20
0.001
0.50
0.20
0.001
0.50
0.20
0.001
0.50
0.20
0.001
0.50
0.20
0.001
0.50
0.20
0.001

Controlled

Uncontrolled
Health

Demographic
and
controlled
Uncontrolled
and health
All factors

3 folds
test
train
0.490 0.488
0.424 0.412
0.266 0.251
0.209 0.209
0.209 0.209
0.087 0.071
0.209 0.207
0.209 0.207
0.094 0.083
0.177 0.177
0.177 0.177
0.132 0.132
0.209 0.209
0.209 0.209
0.091 0.073
0.181 0.178
0.181 0.178
0.063
0.05
0.181 0.178
0.181 0.178
0.045 0.036

5 folds
train
test
0.488
0.488
0.424
0.411
0.264
0.250
0.209
0.209
0.209
0.209
0.071
0.085
0.208
0.207
0.208
0.207
0.084
0.092
0.177
0.177
0.177
0.177
0.132
0.132
0.209
0.209
0.209
0.209
0.074
0.089
0.180
0.178
0.180
0.178
0.054
0.063
0.180
0.178
0.180
0.178
0.041
0.034

10 folds
train
test
0.488
0.488
0.401
0.413
0.250
0.259
0.209
0.209
0.209
0.209
0.072
0.084
0.207
0.207
0.207
0.207
0.084
0.091
0.177
0.177
0.177
0.177
0.132
0.132
0.209
0.209
0.209
0.209
0.074
0.089
0.177
0.178
0.177
0.178
0.055
0.063
0.177
0.178
0.177
0.178
0.034
0.039

Table 4-16: Error rates for the best models of decision tree using cross-validation for different values of CP

Using CPs can build trees with somewhat lower errors than is possible with just rule of
thumb selection. However, decision trees based on CPs can have larger terminal nodes
than the rule of thumb used in Table 4-16. CP-based performance does not differ
significantly from that obtained by rule of thumb. Moreover, CP seems to be affected by
the size of the training sample, where error rates decline as the numbers of folds
increase, unlike rule of thumb, where the training size does not affect performance.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter detailed analysis is carried out for logistic regression, neural network and
decision tree. Thus, the third objective of the study (Provide breast cancer findings from
the same cultural background, Libya, as a comparative input into the global
geographical distribution of breast cancer) is achieved.
We found through logistic regression and neural network that weight, sporting activity,
length of breast feeding, kind of meat consumed, breast feeding, height, family history
and work related to radiation are important factors which trigger or cause breast cancer.
Accuracy for LR and NN was 96.3. In the case of the decision tree, the important
factors we found contributing most to breast cancer were height, family history, weight,
length of breast feeding, and sporting activities. Accuracy for DT was 93.4.
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Chapter 5 : Further Analysis of Data: 2-Stage Modelling
5.1 Introduction
A difference between neural network and decision tree modelling is that the latter more
easily determines which factors are plausible classifiers, but neural networks can use all
factors fed into them. This suggests the desirability of a hybrid 2-stage model. In this
hybrid, a decision tree is used to decide the best factors to use and these factors are then
passed into neural network architecture in order to produce a classification result.
Knowing also that logistic regression results are easier to interpret structurally than are
neural network results, a second hybrid uses the same factors identified in the decision
tree stage in a logistic regression model. The results of the base models (the decision
tree, single neural network and logistic regression models already considered in Chapter
4) are then compared to the hybrid results.

5.2 Result DT Passed in to a NN
5.2.1

Demographic factors

Regarding the results of three, five and ten folds, for the variable selection algorithm the
classifier trained on the socioeconomic variable leads to the highest performance. For
models consisting of two variables, one of them should be the socioeconomic, one the
greatest reduction in error rate is obtained by the classifier trained on the socioeconomic
and educational level variables as shown in Table 5-1 By following the same process
the socioeconomic, educational level, employment and age variables were selected,
giving the best performance with the lowest error rate (26.3 per cent).

Variable
Socio Economic
Education, level
Employee
Age

Number of
variables in the
model
1
2
3
4

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.386
0.355
0.310
0.263

0.386
0.355
0.310
0.268

0.386
0.355
0.310
0.263

Table 5-1: Error rate of cross validation according to the neural network models trained on demographic
factors.

5.2.2

Controlled Factors

Regarding controlled factors, variable selection shows that the classifier trained on
weight leads to the best performance among the all simple classification models of
neural network. When new classifiers with models consisting of two variables, one of
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which is weight, are constructed, the greatest reduction in error rate is obtained by the
classifier trained on weight and breastfeeding, as shown in Table 5.2. After several runs
of the selection algorithm, weight, breastfeeding, length of breastfeeding and sports
activities were selected as the variables for the next step of analysis, since they show the
lowest error rate (11.2 per cent).

Variable
Weight
Breastfeeding
Length o f
Breastfeeding
Sport

Number o f
variables in the
model
1
2

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.209
0.169

0.209
0.169

0.209
0.169

3

0.138

0.138

0.139

4

0.112

0.114

0.114

Table 5-2: Error rate of cross validation according to the neural network trained on controlled factors.

5.2.3

Uncontrolled Factors

With respect to uncontrolled factors, the height variable is the simple classifier that
provides the highest performance. The construction of another classifier consisting of
two variables, one of which is height, shows that the greatest reduction in error rate
comes from the classifier trained on height and working with radiation, as shown in
Table 5-3. Following the same procedure, height, working with radiation and
miscarriages are the factors chosen for the further step of analysis; they demonstrate the
best performance with the lowest error rate (9.6 per cent).

Variable

Number o f
variables in the
model
1

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

Height
0.207
0.207
0.207
Work connected
2
0.113
0.113
0.113
with radiation
Spontaneous
3
0.096
0.096
0.096
abortions
Table 5-3: Error rate of cross validation according to the neural network trained on uncontrolled factors.

5.2.4

Health Factors

In terms of health factors, the selection of classifier based on a single variable shows
that family history gives the highest performance, with an error rate of 17.8 per cent as
shown in Table 5-4. New models consisting of two variables, one of which is family
history, results in the greatest reduction in error rate being obtained by the classifier
trained on family history and other diseases, while for models consisting of three
variables, family history, other diseases and inherited diseases gives the best
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performance with the lowest error rate(13.2 per cent).
Number o f
Error rate
variables in the
Ten folds
Three folds
Five folds
model
0.178
0.178
1
0.178
Family history
0.144
0.144
2
0.144
Other diseases
0.132
0.132
0.132
3
Inherited diseases
Table 5-4: Error rate of cross validation according to the neural network model trained on health factors
Variable

5.2.5

Demographic and controlled factors

For the best demographic and controlled factors, variable selection shows that weight
leads to the highest performance (Table 5-5) .For models consisting of two variables
the greatest reduction in error rate is obtained by the classifier trained on weight and
sporting activity. These two variables together with length of breast feeding were
selected for the next step of analysis. The error rate is about 12.40 per cent.

Variable

Number of
variables in the
model
1
2

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.209
0.209
0.209
Weight
0.180
0.180
0.180
Sport
Length of
0.125
0.124
0.126
3
Breastfeeding
Table 5-5: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained based on demographic and
controlled factors

5.2.6

Uncontrolled and health factors

Regarding selected uncontrolled and health factors, the family history variable gives the
highest accuracy (Table 5-6). With an accuracy of 91.6 per cent for all cross-validation
procedures, height gives the best performance when one variable is added to family
history.
Error rate
Number of
variables in the
Ten folds
Three folds
Five folds
model
0.178
1
0.178
0.178
Family history
0.084
0.084
0.084
2
Height
Table 5-6: Error rate of cross validation according to the neural network models trained on best uncontrolled
and health factors.
Variable

5.2.7

All factors

With respect to the last stage of analysis, the best neural network classifier is shown in
Table 5-7. For a simple classifier, family history best helps to distinguish between
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patients with and without the disease. The error rate drops significantly when height is
added to the model. The final model classifier based on the variable selection algorithm
results in very low error rates when using the five variables of family history, height,
length of breastfeeding, weight and sporting activity respectively, with a minimum error
rate of about4.6 per cent (the simple model equivalent is about 17.8 per cent).

Variable

Number of
variables in the
model
1
2

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.178
0.178
Family history
0.178
0.084
0.084
Height
0.084
Length of
3
0.069
0.069
0.069
Breastfeeding
4
0.055
0.057
0.055
Weight
5
0.048
0.046
0.049
Sport
Table 5-7: Error rate of cross validation according to the neural network models trained on the all

5.3 Result of DT passed into a LR
5.3.1

Demographic factors

The selection results for the demographic factor shown in Table 5-8 demonstrate that
the socioeconomic variable most helps to distinguish between the two groups for a
simple model consisting of one variable. By adding the other important variables using
the selection algorithm, the selection process is terminated at the socioeconomic,
educational level, age and employment variables, since it is believed that no important
reduction in the error rate can be further achieved.
Number of
Error rate
variables in the
Ten folds
Three folds
Five folds
model
0.386
1
0.386
0.386
Socio Economic
0.355
2
0.355
0.355
Education, level
0.348
3
0.346
0.348
Age
0.317
4
0.313
0.315
Employee
Table 5-8: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained on models demographic
factors.
Variable

5.3.2

Controlled Factors

Based on controlled factors, the results given in Table 5-9 show that weight gives the
highest performance for simple models (about 79 per cent); this accuracy is
considerable for a model based on one independent variable. For the best logistic
regression models based on two and three variables, the results show that breastfeeding
and length of breast feeding are the most important respectively, and that for the model
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based on three variables the error rate has dropped to 13.7 per cent. By adding the other
important variables using the selection algorithm, the selection process is terminated at
the four variables of weight, breastfeeding, length of breastfeeding and sport in activity.

Variable

Number of
variables in the
model
1
2

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.209
Weight
0.209
0.209
0.169
Breastfeeding
0.169
0.169
Length of
0.137
0.137
0.137
3
Breastfeeding
4
0.112
0.111
0.113
Sport
Table 5-9: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained on controlled factors

5.3.3

Uncontrolled Factors

Regarding uncontrolled factors as shown in Table 5-10 height is the most important
variable when distinguishing between the groups, followed by work connected with
radiation and miscarriages. The error rate drops from 20.7 per cent for the simple model
to 9.2 per cent for the one based on those three variables.

Variable

Number of
variables in the
model
1

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.207
0.207
0.207
Height
Work connected
0.113
2
0.113
0.113
with radiation
Spontaneous
0.092
0.092
0.092
3
abortions
Table 5-10: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained on uncontrolled factors.

5.3.4

Health Factors

The results in Table 5-11 show that, for a simple model, family history of breast cancer
is the most important variable; it is consequently the main one responsible for causing
the disease, with a prediction accuracy of 81.3 per cent. Other diseases and inherited
diseases variables do not contribute to the classification performance.

Variable
Family history
Other diseases
Inherited diseases

Number of
variables in the
model
1
2
3

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.178
0.178
0.178

0.178
0.178
0.178

0.178
0.178
0.178

Table 5-11: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained on health factors
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5.3.5

Demographic and controlled factors

Based on the selection results of demographic and controlled factors shown in Table 512, weight is the first variable entered into the model; its error is 20.9 per cent using
three, five and ten folds. This rate drops significantly to 18.1 per cent when sporting
activity is entered, and continues gradually to decline on addition of the other important
variables found with the selection algorithm. The selection process is terminated at the
three variables of weight, sporting activity and length of breast feeding. The best
controlled factors will be used to select the final model. Based on this result, the effect
of demographic factors, probably, pass through the controlled factors.

Variable

Number of
variables in the
model
1
2

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.209
Weight
0.209
0.209
0.181
0.181
0.181
Sport
Length of
3
0.123
0.123
0.123
Breastfeeding
Table 5-12: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained on best demographic and
control factors

5.3.6

Uncontrolled and health factors

The results of the variables selection algorithm shown in Table 5-13 demonstrate that
family history comes first, with an error rate of 17.8 per cent according to the three
types of folds. This factor is consequently considered to be a major factor causing breast
cancer. In the second model by height, the error rate falls to 8.4 per cent, which is a
good reduction. Hence the selection process is terminated at these two variables. The
reduction in error rate to which they give rise is relatively low according to the three
types of cross-validation.
Error rate
Number of
variables in the
Ten folds
Three folds
Five folds
model
0.178
1
0.178
0.178
Family history
0.084
2
0.084
0.084
Height
Table 5-13: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models trained on best uncontrolled and
health factors.
Variable

5.3.7

All factors

In order to increase the classification performance of the best variables obtained from
Table 5-12 and Table 5-13 that are used in the final model, Table 5-14 shows the
greatest contribution to the classification. Family history and height each have an error
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rate of 8.4 per cent. The length of breastfeeding, from uncontrolled factors, when added
to the variables already selected for this model, reduces the error rate to 6.9 per cent.
The best performance of 95.6 per cent is achieved by adding weight and sporting
activity to these variables.

Variable

Number o f
variables in the
model
1
2

Error rate
Three folds

Five folds

Ten folds

0.178
0.178
0.178
Family history
0.084
0.084
0.084
Height
Length of
0.069
3
0.069
0.069
Breastfeeding
0.052
4
0.053
0.053
Weight
0.045
0.044
5
0.046
Sport
Table 5-14: Error rate of cross validation according to the logistic models based trained on the all important
factors.

5.4 Summary
When we passed the most important factors from DT output and fed them into the
neural network architecture there was an improvement in accuracy. It means NN is
more accurate in interpreting the results of the DT, leading the researcher to conclude
NN is more suitable to allocate the patient to the right group. Passing the output from
DT to LR gives a better performance than NN; the accuracy reaches 95.6, which is
excellent to predict the factors that are more important in contributing to the disease.
The following chapter will be devoted to discussion of the analysis result.
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Chapter 6 : Discussion of the Analysis
6.1 Introduction
In order to predict the risk of breast cancer in Libya, the previous Chapter 4 and 5 have
analyzed the data collected according to our proposed strategy using three data mining
techniques: logistic regression; neural network; and decision tree. The purpose of the
current chapter is to discuss the result findings, show how the research questions have
been addressed.

6.2 Logistic regression model
The cross-validation forward selection based on the three strategies arranges the factors
of interest in the order of demographic, controlled, uncontrolled and health factors. Table
6-1 makes it very obvious that the three types of cross-validation result in the same
classification errors. For the first stage, control variables exhibit the lowest error rate,
followed by uncontrolled variables, with health and demographic factors coming third
and fourth respectively. Demographic factors produce the lowest performance. The error
rate drops dramatically as important variables selected from the factors are combined.
The final model displays a very high accuracy of 96.3% - an excellent performance. This
success is very important when understanding and controlling this virulent disease. The
fact that three, five and ten-folds show similar error rates can be attributed to the large
size of the folds, which is a consequence of the large size of the entire data set.

Factors

Demographic
Control
Uncontrolled
Health
Demographic &
control
Uncontrolled &
Health

Three-folds

Five-folds

Ten-folds

0. 313
0.085
0.092
0.178

0.320
0.085
0.092
0.178

0.317
0.085
0.092
0.178

0.085

0.085

0.085

0.069

0.069

0.069

0.037
0.037
0.037
All factors
Table 6-1: the error rate computed for best models of logistic regression using cross-validation technique

Based on the selection algorithm of the final classifier, the variables of weight, sporting
activity, length of breastfeeding, kinds of meat consumed, breastfeeding, height, family
history, and work connected with radiation are especially responsible for developing the
disease. The chance of accruing breast cancer is seen to be much higher for older
women than younger. It is much more likely to spread with age. Height in particular
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increases the risk of contraction, especially for very tall women. Those who do not
breastfeed are more susceptible to the disease, but any amount of breastfeeding reduces
this risk. Women whose diet is based on fish and poultry are also safer. Women are
strongly advised to work in places where there is no radiation. Sporting activity plays a
significant role in lessening this risk.

6.3 Neural network
Table 6-2 shows, for the all folds of cross-validation samples, that the best neural
network classifier performance is achieved firstly by controlled and then by
uncontrolled factors, with demographic and health factors also producing reasonable
levels of accuracy. After excluding unnecessary variables, the test error drops to 0.077
for demographic and control factors, a reduction that is not greatly different from that of
controlled factors (0.085). By contrast, classification is improved when the set of
important factors obtained by uncontrolled and health factors is involved in their
construction.
Overall, the error rate is reduced to its lowest level of 3.7% to 3.9% for three to tenfolds when the final classifier is trained on the subset of the best factors. In fact, the
differences in error rates derived from the cross-validation samples are very small, and
are hence ignored. The numbers of weights will be the same for all folds. For each
combination of factors, the number of weights will vary by the number of variables in
each unit; the number of weights generally seems to be large if the number of variables
is great.
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Factors

Three folds

Five folds

Number of
number of
Error rate
weights
weights

Ten folds

Error
rate

number o f
weights

Error
rate

Demographic

35

0.264

35

0.269

35

0.265

Controlled

53

0.085

53

0.086

53

0.087

Uncontrolled

37

0.096

37

0.096

37

0.097

Health

11

0.132

11

0.132

11

0.132

Demographic and control

51

0.077

51

0.078

51

0.078

Uncontrolled and health

21

0.069

21

0.069

21

0.069

All factors

35

0.037

35

0.040

35

0.039

Table 6-2: the error rate computed for best models using cross-validation technique

Feed-forward neural networks are the same as logistic regression where no parametric
assumptions are imposed on a dataset. Since the present data is in categorical form,
neural networks are a very appropriate means of investigating the issue. The networks
are based on input units connected to a layer of hidden units, which use a logistic
function (activation function) in order to sum up the input units. The output units use
the same form of activation function to allot individuals into their appropriate classes.
A back propagation learning algorithm is applied to estimate weights. The lowest
number of hidden units resulting in high performance is two for the three, five and tenfolds experiments. This result is also returned for all combinations of factors. As a
result, two units will be recommended where one hidden layer is used, irrespective of
sample size and number of variables used for constructing neural network classifiers.
As for logistic classifiers and neural networks methods based on cross-validation
forward selection result in high performance, the methods have the same arrangement of
the variables of interest. The selection results confirm that three, five and ten-folds give
very similar accuracy.

6.4 Decision Tree
Decision trees are often built top-down - namely, decision trees are grown for a given
dataset so that terminal nodes of decision tree are created. A test set is distributed to those
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nodes so as to assess the classification capability of the decision tree. A large tree usually
results in over-fitting with consequent redundancy of variables. This was dealt with in the
present research by pruning decision trees using cross-validation trees. It was proposed
that the cumulative error rate difference be found in order to determine the size of tree
that demonstrates the highest performance. Plot seemed a better means of selecting the
best size than plotting error rate against tree size. The shape of the cumulative curve is the
same for the same set of variables if the three methods of cross-validation are used in
some cases.
The results of the cross-validation experiments are presented in Table 6-3. The columns
headed “-fold” show the average error rate and tree size for each factor. As can be seen,
the uncontrolled variable gives the lowest error rate for the three-, five- and ten-folds: all
of them give the same value of error rate (0.093) and size (six nodes). The highest error
rate is returned by the demographic variable.
Three folds
Error
Tree
rate
size

Five folds
Error
Tree
rate
size

Ten folds
Tree
Error
size
rate

Demographic

0.310

6

0.310

6

0.310

6

Controlled

0.119

6

0.119

6

0.123

6

Uncontrolled

0.093

6

0.093

6

0.093

6

Health

0.130

4

0.130

4

0.130

4

0.115

5

0.115

5

0.115

5

Uncontrolled and health

0.090

4

0.090

4

0.091

4

All factors

0.066

7

0.068

7

0.068

7

Factors

Demographic and
control

Table 6-3: the error rate computed for best models of decision tree using cross-validation technique

The combination of demographic and controlled factors is not markedly more accurate
than controlled factors on its own. However, some little improvement is gained by the
combination of uncontrolled and health factors, particularly for the three- and five-fold
categories. The final models consisting of the most important factors obtained by the
proposed plan demonstrate that the error rate drops to a very satisfying 6.6%.
The results show that the appropriate size of pruned trees is the same for the three
procedures of cross-validation. The performance of the three procedures is also very
similar, resulting in the same relative order of variable selection performance. The order
of factor accuracy is the same as that of logistic classifiers. The graphic representation of
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decision trees based on the final selection makes it apparent that overweight women who
do not practice any kind of sport have been allocated into the cancer class.
It was observed that women with a positive family history are allocated to the breast
cancer group when height increases and length of breastfeeding decreases. Overall, the
decision tree classifier seems to be quite capable of allocating people to their appropriate
classes, with an accuracy of 93.4%.

6.5 Summary Result DT Passed in to a NN
For the all folds of cross-validation samples, the best performance of neural network
classifier is achieved by the uncontrolled and controlled factors respectively, as shown
in Table 6-4 Health and demographic factors result in reasonable accuracy. An
improvement in classification can be seen when the set of important factors obtained by
uncontrolled and health factors is used to construct a classifier. Overall, the error rate
reaches the lowest value (about 4.6% to 4.9% for three to ten folds) when the final
classifier is trained on the best subset of the factors. In fact, the differences in error rates
obtained by the cross-validation samples are very small, and hence are ignored here.
Three-folds

Five-folds

Ten-folds

Demographic

0.263

0.268

0.263

Control

0.112

0.114

0.114

Uncontrolled

0.096

0.096

0.096

Health

0.132

0.132

0.132

Demographic
& control

0.124

0.126

0.125

Uncontrolled
& Health

0.084

0.084

0.084

All factors

0.048

0.046

0.049

Factors

Table 6-4: the error rate computed for best models using cross-validation technique

6.6 Summary Result of DT passed into a LR
Table 6-5 makes it is very obvious that the three types of cross validation lead to the
same classification errors. For the first stage, uncontrolled variables have the lowest
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error rate followed by controlled ones. Health and demographic factors come third and
fourth respectively. The demographic factor results in the lowest performance of all the
factors. The final model demonstrates a very high accuracy of 95.6%. For this model,
the important variables are, in order, family history, height, length of breastfeeding,
weight and sporting activity.
Factors

Three-folds

Five-folds

Ten-folds

Demographic

0. 313
0.113
0.092
0.178

0.315
0.112
0.092
0.178

0.317
0.111
0.092
0.178

Demographic
& control

0.123

0.123

0.123

Uncontrolled
& Health

0.084

0.084

0.084

All factors

0.046

0.044

0.045

Control
Uncontrolled
Health

Table 6-5: the error rate computed for best models of logistic regression using cross-validation technique

6.7 Summary
According to the base decision tree model containing all factors, the performance was
about 93.4% compared with the hybrid two-stage model. An improvement in
classification can be seen when the set of those factors is passed into a neural network
model, upon which the model’s performance rises to 95.4%. When the same factors
resulting from the decision tree are passed into a logistic regression model, the
performance of the hybrid two-stage model achieves an accuracy of 95.6%, which falls
short of that of the neural network and logistic regression models (96.3%), but is still
acceptable as the best performance in distinguishing between who is and who is not
prone to the disease. The last chapter provides a summary and evaluates the work,
outlining its contributions and limitations, and makes recommendations for further
work.
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Chapter 7 : Conclusion and Recommendations
7.1 Introduction
This chapter focus mainly on the conclusions, limitations of the study, contribution to
knowledge and policy worlds, and recommendations for future research and policy
domain.

7.2 Contribution of this research
The literature review reveals many gaps in the current state of knowledge and
understanding of the factors causing breast cancer particularly in developing countries
such the African continent. This study proposed a new classification strategy making
use of logistic, neural network and decision tree classifiers in order to predict the risk of
breast cancer in Libya. The predictive strategy constitutes a major contribution to
knowledge in that the research provides the use of a new data modelling strategy to
select potentially predictive variables into different configurations of the three data
mining techniques.
In this strategy, the variables of interest are allocated to the demographic, controlled,
uncontrolled, health, and geographical groups, with each classifier being applied to each
group. Due to the multidimensional dataset, high model complexity and poor
performance are to be expected. One solution is to reduce the dimensionality. The
present model enhances the performance of logistic and neural network classifiers by
adding most of the important inputs (independent variables) using forward selection
algorithms instead of selection algorithms; for a decision tree, the splitting rule retains
only inputs providing small training error rates using deviance. This is not guaranteed to
produce small error rates, so the pruning rule was applied in order to achieve this effect.
This was how the performances of the three approaches were compared. Hence, the
second research question was addressed (How can we enhance breast cancer
predicting models?).
Selection of variables and pruning algorithms are evaluated by minimum error rate
using the cross-validation algorithm. The algorithms are conducted for three, five and
ten-folds so that a better evolution of performance can be achieved. Moreover, crossvalidation of forward selection algorithms enables comparison and empirical selection
of the classification rule. In other words, the dataset under consideration could itself
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indicate which classification approach would enable the greatest predictive capability.
Although the three methods of classification concern the same variables and use crossvalidation forward selection, analysis reveals that logistic and neural network classifiers
are very little better than decision trees. For this data set, the number of folds all led to
low error rates, so there was no particular preference. To save time, the writer
recommends using two hidden units for neural networks based on one hidden layer. For
decision trees, the difference in cumulative error rates was a good visual representation
by which to choose the best size of tree.
In addition, according to the selection strategy explained in Chapter 3, the author
arranged the predictors’ factors regarding their importance for classification, as shown
in Figure 6-1. It is very interesting to notice the relative importance of each predictor in
terms of showing low error rates for each stage. It also provides the ability to observe
how the contribution of some variables at any given stage can be absorbed by other
variables at that same stage. Starting with six demographic and ten uncontrolled
variables, a new model trained on just nine variables from both factors was established.
For the new classifier trained on important variables of demographic and controlled
factors, the five variables chosen from the controlled factors were entered into the
model first, followed by demographic factors. It was thereby deduced that controlled
factors can play a greater part in allocating objects into their appropriate classes than
can demographic factors.
It should be remembered that the demographic factor is still an important predictor.
Regarding health and uncontrolled factors, the selection procedure firstly chose family
history from three variables belonging to the health factor, and then three variables
selected from six belonging to the uncontrolled factor.
Generally, the final model based on the best variables retained from all the factors,
family history, height, length of breastfeeding, work related to radiation, breastfeeding,
kinds of meat consumed, sporting activity and weight are respectively the major
variables that can distinguish between the two classes.
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Controlled
Factor

Demographic
Factor
1. SocialEconomic
2. Education
Level
3. Age
4. Employee
Status
5. Marital
Status
6. Gender

1. Weight
2. Breast Feeding
3. Length of Breast
feeding
4. Sport
5. Kind of Meat
6. Age at last
Pregnancy
7. Duration of Oral
Contraceptives
8. Kind of
Vegetables
9. Number of
Children
10. Oral
Contraception use

Health
Factor

Uncontrolled
Factor
1. Height
2. W ork
Connection with
radiation
3. Spontaneous
Abortion
4. Age at
Menarche
5. Age at
Menopause
6. Age at first
Pregnancy

1. Family History
2. Other Disease
3. Inherited Disease

1. Family History
2. Height
3. W ork Connected with
radiation
4. Spontaneous
Abortion
1. Weight
2. Breast Feeding
3. Length of Breast
feeding
4. Sport
5. Kind of Meat
6. Socio-Economic
7. Age
8. Employed Status
9. Education Level

1. Family History
2. Height
3. Length of Breast
feeding
4. W ork related with
radiation
5. Breast Feeding
6. Kind of Meat
7. Sports
8. Weight

Figure 7-1: The arrangement of predictors using the selection strategy.

In spite of the results of current study almost agreeing with previous studies in terms of
variables causing breast cancer, the study shows a contrary view about geographical
regions. The regional factor is found to be an unimportant factor in classifying breast
cancer in the specific case of Libya. Thus, the first research question was addressed
(Are breast cancer predictor factors same across the world?). When different numbers
of folds of cross-validation are used for a particular set of inputs, the performance of a
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particular decision tree at difference sizes will sometimes be a little different. In other
words, for the same set of observations measuring a set of inputs, the error rate for this
set will not be exactly the same when evaluated by three, five or ten folds at particular
sizes of decision tree.
The use of CP in building a decision tree results in a somewhat lower error rate than the
method based on rule of thumb. Despite the lower error rate, decision trees based on the
use of CP can have larger terminal nodes than those using rule of thumb. The respective
performances of the two do not differ markedly. Moreover, while CP seems to be
affected by the size training sample, where the error rates diminish as the numbers of
folds increase, this is not the case for rule of thumb, where the training sizes do not
affect performance.
It has been shown how statistical and machine-learning models can help doctors in
Libyan hospitals better understand cancer risk factors in order to make an accurate
diagnosis. All classification algorithms demonstrate high levels of discriminative
accuracy and very similar performance levels. This may be attributed to the clarity of
data set involved. In addition, all the methods yield a superior low error rate for the
three procedures of cross-validation. All the classification methods have the potential to
be used as decision support tools once they are integrated into clinical practice. It seems
to be difficult to draw a general conclusion with respect to the superiority of one
classification method over another on the basis of findings from this research’s dataset.
The superiority of any classification method can only depend on the training dataset
used with respect to size and classes overlapping. Even though work will be required to
decide whether this performance is mainly attributable to the features of the present set
or attributes of the present model itself, it is encouraging that this study’s classification
methods achieved an excellent measure of accuracy. Due to the conformity of the
present results with previous ones, it can be accepted that this is the level at which
machine learning classifiers will help hospitals improve their performance in early
breast cancer prediction. A particular classifier generally possesses its own advantages;
the selection of a classifier must be predicated on those advantages and on the purpose
of the study.
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In summary, the research makes the following contributions:
1. The major contribution to knowledge provided by the research is the use of a
new data modelling strategy to select potentially predictive variables into
different configurations of the three data mining techniques. Comparison
between our results and those obtainable from the conventional LR, NN and DT
models shows that our strategy out-performs the conventional variable selection.
2. To save time for other researchers, the author recommends using two hidden
units for neural networks based on one hidden layer. In other words the best size
of hidden units (those that minimise error rates in terms of the differences
between cumulative error rates in neural network classifiers) is found.

3. The best number of terminal nodes (those that minimise error rates in terms of
decision trees) is determined using differences in cumulative error rates.
4. The arrangement of predictors’ factors according to their importance for
classification and discriminating between the two groups of patients (with and
without the disease) are listed.
5. The respective performances of the three classification methods are compared in
order to recommend the most potent method of cancer predication.
6.

We describe a simple procedure by which the strategy can be extended to other
domain-partitioning models and highlight ways in which breast cancer research,
prevention and cure stands to benefit in the long run.

7.3 Study Limitation
Like any other research, this study has a number of limitations. Two factors were
excluded from the study: smoking and alcohol consumption. In Libyan culture women
are not very likely to be smokers, and as a totally Muslim country, the consumption of
alcohol is forbidden there. Using different numbers of folds of cross-validation for a
particular set of inputs, the performance of a decision tree at difference sizes would be
somewhat different. In other words, for the same set of observations measured on a set
of inputs, the error rate for this set will not be exactly the same when evaluated by three,
five, or ten folds at particular sizes of decision tree. The study has some methodological
limitations. The quantitative approach, which here takes the form of a questionnaire,
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does indeed provide a wide scope for investigation, but perhaps less so for detailed
explanation, whereas a qualitative focus would be narrower but more exhaustive. The
purposes of this research are best served by a quantitative study, especially in the light
of the absence of other work in this area, although every effort has been made to ensure
the inclusion of all relevant information regarding the patients’ cases and treatment.

7.4 Recommendations for Further Research
The approach followed in this study can be extended in various ways to further
research. In the case of ANNs, one should experiment with different activation
functions. Although the logistic step function is used in this study, other similar
functions mentioned in Chapter 3 could be used. Bishop (1995) for example applies the
hyperbolic tangent activation function. It could be argued that similar classification
results are achieved by ANNs and LR as a result of employing the logistic step function
in this study.
For decision trees, it is well worth testing the decision tree approach on other important
diseases such as haemophilia. It would also be interesting to test the decision tree
approach on types of cancer other than breast cancer.
The study is limited to breast cancer risk factors in a small African country such as
Libya, with a population of about 6,342,000. There is thus a need for further research in
other developing countries with much larger populations in order to widen the range of
investigation of the risk factors for this disease.

7.5 Conclusion
Our research shows how we can enhances the performance of logistic and neural
network classifiers that is by adding most of the important inputs (independent
variables) using forward selection algorithms instead of selection algorithms, for a
decision tree, the splitting rule retains only inputs providing small training error rates
using deviance. This is not guaranteed to produce small error rates; therefore the
pruning rule was applied in order to achieve this effect.
The major variables that can distinguish between the two classes of patient, in final
model based on the best variables retained from all the factors was ;family history,
height, length of breastfeeding, work related to radiation, breastfeeding, kinds of meat
consumed, sporting activity and weight are respectively.
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In addition the author show variable selection is novel that is by arranged the predictors’
factors regarding their importance for classification. The result has been shown how
data mining models can help doctors in Libyan hospitals better understand cancer risk
factors in order to make an accurate diagnosis. The research provides useful inputs for
health decision-making bodies in Libya and beyond.
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Abstract
Different forms of cancer have been widely studied and documented in various studies
across the world. However, there have not been many similar studies in the developing
countries - particularly on the African continent (Parkin, et al., 2005). This paper seeks
to uncover the geo-demographic occurrence patterns of the disease by applying decision
tree models to learn the underlying rules in the overall behaviour of breast cancer. The
data, 3,057 observations on 29 variables, obtained from four cancer treatment centres in
Libya (2004-2008) were interrogated using multiple K-fold cross-validated decision tree
models. The results from the selected optimal models exhibit greater accuracy and
reliability as compared to using conventional decision models. The proposed strategy is
therefore strongly recommended for use as a predictive tool in health and clinical
centres to help minimise high costs of pathological tests. It is expected that the findings
from this paper will provide an input into comparative geo-ethnic studies of cancer and
provide informed intervention guidelines in the prevention and cure of the disease not
only in Libya but also in other parts of the world.
Keywords
Breast cancer, cross validation, data mining, decision trees, over-fitting and risk factors
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Introduction and problem description
Cancer is a major cause of death worldwide, with breast cancer claiming more lives
than any other form of cancer. The disease accounts for over one fifth of the annual
estimated 4.7 million diagnoses of all female cancers and it is the second most common
tumour, after lung cancer, in both sexes. Ferlay et al., (2001) report that worldwide,
more than one million new developed countries. However, although breast cancer rates
are high in many western countries, deaths from the disease have been decreasing as a
result of improved screening and treatment. It is projected that by 2020 there would be
15 million new cases of cancer every year with 70% occurring in developing countries.
Implicitly, African countries will have over a million new cancer cases a year and
bearing in mind that they are likely to be the least prepared to face the problem, most
patients are likely to face low survival rates. Hence, there is a pressing continent-wide
need for a thorough study of factors predisposing to cancer.
Although there has been much research into the risk factors associated with this form of
the disease, only a limited number of studies have investigated Africa. Fighting the
spread of life-threatening diseases and providing cost-effective remedies is a global
priority. Thus, the paper is motivated by the geo-ethnic patterns of breast cancer, the
lack of in-depth breast cancer studies across the African continent and the socio-cultural
variations among African populations. The lack of in-depth breast cancer studies on the
African continent is particularly crucial which, according to Parkin et al., (2002), limits
the flow of documented cancer statistics from the continent. Thus, the paper will
explores the risk factors associated with breast cancer in order to gain a better
understanding of the disease, develop plans and strategies on how to deal with the
factors and be able to fight the disease effectively.
The paper's ultimate goal is to investigate the geo-ethnic patterns of the disease using
predictive modelling techniques in order to try and answer the following question: What
is the nature of emerging patterns in the development of breast cancer among Libyan
women? Its key objectives are two-fold - to discover and to understand the
predisposition factors for breast cancer in Libya in order to help the relevant health
authorities make informed interventions in the prevention and cure of cancer and to
provide a basis for a global comparative analysis of the breast cancer studies. The paper
is organised into five main parts - introduction, background, methods, results and
summary and discussions.
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Background of cancer studies in Africa
The cause of breast cancer is not yet known but there are certain risk factors that are
linked to the disease. According to Katapodi et al., (2005) approximately a quarter of
breast cancers affect women under the age of 50, half of the cases occur between the
ages of 50 and 69 and the remaining quarter among women aged 70 years or older.
Research associated with these risk factors shows that there may be a link between
breast cancer and marital status. Krueger and Apfelstaedt (2007) view the rising rate of
breast cancer within the lower socio-economic groups in Africa as a serious problem for
the African continent. Breast cancer among younger women is more prevalent in Africa
than on other continents. Particularly worrying is the fact that breast cancer mortality
rates are already higher in Africa than in the richer regions of the world with improved
access to efficiently delivered therapies.
Other data suggests that breastfeeding mothers are at low risk. The relationship between
body size and risk of breast cancer has been the subject of numerous investigations.
Being overweight or obese has also been reported to increase the risk of
postmenopausal breast cancer in premenopausal women (van den Brandit et al., 2000).
Many studies have found family history to be strongly correlated to breast cancer
(Zografos et al., 2004). The relationship between diet and the risk of breast cancer is
often seen in terms of specific foods with a strong positive relationship been reported
between the disease and the consumption of red meat Zografos et al., (2004). Both
Zografos et al. (2004) and Mertens et al. (2006) have investigated the relationship
between physical activity and this risk and found an inverse relationship between the
two. Research has also shown an inverse relationship between breast cancer and
breastfeeding. Risk factors associated with breast cancer due to the reproductive cycle
are similar in different groups. Susan Jordan et al., (2009) found no significant
difference in the occurrence of breast cancer between women who had children and
those who had none. Earlier studies revealed that early menarche and late menopause
could be linked to breast cancer. There has also been some controversy regarding the
relationship between oral contraception and breast cancer Marchbanks et al., (2002).

Methods and implementation strategy
Apparently, the foregoing studies were carried out using a variety of statistical methods
applied on data obtained from various sources which entails data and model validation.
Taylor and Mwitondi (2001) show that the nature of accuracy and reliability of analyses
of large data sets are typically dependent on data and the methods the combination of
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which generates two types of randomness - randomness due to the sampled data and
randomness due to the domain partitioning. Data were collected from four cancer
centres on the Mediterranean coast for patients coming from as far south as Gat near the
Algerian border and Al Qufra near the Sudanese and Chadian borders. The data sampled
from the Libyan population of around five million people scattered over 1.8 million
square kilometres exhibited a steady increase in the rate of breast cancer over the period
of time, with the highest growth occurring in Benghazi and the lowest in Misurata as
shown in Figure 0-1.
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Figure 0-1: General trends of breast cancer in Libya (Constructed from sampled data)

To uncover breast cancer patterns, we apply a combination of classification tree models
to learn the rules from the training data and use them to carry out predictions. The
models sequentiallysplit thetraining dataset X
variable thresholds.To split the

into groups based onselected data

data, the modelneeds someknowledge of each of the

classes.
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The graphical representation of the data distribution is provided in Figure 0-2 in which
the priors for developing or not developing breast cancer are given as n 1 and
respectively. Then if the respective group distributional densities are -^W and
the breast cancer prediction rule will allocate new cases to group 1 if
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Figure 0-2: A typical bi-modal scenario for describing the presence or absence of breast cancer

Based on a binary scenario in which patients were allocated into one of the two groups with and without breast cancer - multiple decision tree models were applied on the data
matrix X. The splits are determined by the adopted a measure of impurity - typically
examples include the Gini, Deviance, Entropy and the Chi-Square. The Gini index is
computed as
k

k

k

k

pf = i - Y pf
i= 1

i= l

i= l

2=1

where Pi is the group’s proportion and k isthe number of groups. The index measures
the homogeneity or heterogeneity of the samples by examining the probability of two
patients drawn at random belonging to the same group. One of the main issues in
decision tree modelling is over-fitting which can be avoided by stopping growing the
tree before it adapts to individual cases. One way of avoiding over-fitting is to crossvalidate the model during its training - that is, estimating the expected level of fit of a
model to a data set different to the set used to train it for which we need an appropriate
strategy. Our strategy, graphically presented in Figure 0-3 involves two main steps. In
the first step, all data attributes are divided into the categories - demographical,
geographical, control, uncontrolled and health condition. The second step involves
testing the models for their relevance in predicting breast cancer.
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Figure 0-3 : A graphical illustration o f the proposed implementation strategy

To test the models we apply the cross-validation method - randomly dividing the data
into K-groups using one subset for validation and the remaining K-l subsets for training
the model. Each model is tested with respect to the data attributes' relevance to
predicting breast cancer and the model is re-tested with the significant variables while
the insignificant ones drop out until the final model is obtained. That is, For all risk
factors V(i=l,2,...,p) the test error for each tree model is measured based on a risk factor
at a time and only the model with the minimum classification error rate was considered
for inclusion into the next iteration model based on Vi+1 risk factors. The process is
repeated until there is no farther reduction in the misclassification error rate. Finally, the
performances of the different decision trees are compared in order to determine the
optimum model complexity for accuracy and reliability.
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Results from three-fold cross-validation
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For the final model, the height, family
history, weight, length of breastfeeding
and participation in sporting activities
emerged as the most important variables
in discriminating the two groups.

Results from five-fold cross-validation
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In this case, the final model yielded height, family history, weight, length of
breastfeeding and participation in sporting activities as the most important variables.
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Results from ten-fold cross-validation
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Summary and discussions
Three-fold
Factors
Demographic
Control
Uncontrolled
Health
Demographic
& control
Uncontrolled
& Health
All factors

Five-fold

Ten-ifold
Tree
Error rate
size
6
0.298
0.123
5
0.093
6
4
0.132

Error rate

Tree size

Error rate

Tree size

0.301
0.119
0.093
0.132

6
7
6
4

0.302
0.119
0.093
0.132

6
5
6
4

0.116

7

0.124

5

0.124

5

0.084

4

0.084

4

0.091

4

0.066

7

0.068

7

0.068

7

Table 1: Summary o f results from the implementation of the adopted strategy

The combination of demographic and controlled factors does not yield markedly greater
accuracy than controlled factors. However, some little improvement is returned by the
uncontrolled and health factors, particularly for the three- and fivefold categories. From
the final models consisting of the most important factors obtained by our plan, it can be
observed that the error rate drops to a very satisfying 6.6 per cent. Overall, the decision
tree classifier seems to be quite capable of allocate people into the appropriate classes.
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Figure 0-4 : three, five and ten-fold cross validation error patters (Source: authors' implementation)

The graphical version of the output in Table 1 is shown in Figure

0 -4

in which it can be

noted that isolating demographic factors as breast cancer predictors yields the highest
error rates in all three validating cases. The near consistency of the predictive accuracy
in all the remaining cases (under 15%) highlights the reliability of our adopted strategy.
Finally, using our strategy to carry out analyses based on different combinations of
cross-validation - i.e., validating on more than one set of training data revealed that the
strategy with decision tree modelling was an appropriate method in predicting
incidences of breast cancer. Again, there was no evidence of a geographical influence in
the spread of the disease.
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JOURNEY TO LIBYA FOR DATA COLLECTION

The aims of Journey visit four centres in Libya for Data Collection

1) African Oncology Institute Sabratha
The first visit to African Oncology Institute Sabratha on Monday 15-12-08.1 meet Dr
Hussein El Hashmi the Executive Director of the Institute and

Dr Abugeila Abusaa

the head of Cancer Registry in the Institute I explain to them the Aim and objects of my
research how is importance to our continent after long discussion they express their
willingness to provide us the Data enquiry, they following Day I meet the head of
Statistical Department who Direct me to archives, there is no separate unit for breast
cancer patient for that reason the first step we must separate the breast cancer folder
before we start the data Collection after fourteen working day. The result summarized
in Table (1) and presented in Figure (1).
Year

Number of all cancer

Number of breast

patients

cancer patients

2003

426

66

% 15

2004

497

67

% 13

2005

616

80

% 13

2006

501

101

% 20

2007

600

105

% 18

2008

610

125

% 20

Total

3250

544

Percent

Table (1) the number of cancer patients in African Oncology Institute Sabratha.
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Figure (1) the number of cancer patients in African Oncology Institute Sabratha.

2) Al-Jamahiriya Hospital Benghazi
The first visit to Al-Jamahiriya Hospital Benghazi on Monday 29 -12-08 I meet Dr
Mufid Elmistiri the head of Oncology Unit, I explain to him the aim of my visit , after
long discussion we agreed to Stat

by meeting

Prof. A bdelfattah Zaied General

Director of the Hospital on the second Day, on 30-12-08 meeting group with Dr Mufid
Elmistiri, Dr Salem Aukhadra the head of internal Medicine Department and Prof. A
bdelfattah, I explain to them the Aim and objects of my research how is importance to
our country firstly and continent secondly the result meeting was the All agreed that is
no objection for the Administration of the Hospital to carry out Statistical investigation
of breast cancer in the Hospital of the Eastern Area.
They following Day I came with Dr Mufid Elmistiri to the archives, All folders
patient mixed to gather no separate unit for breast cancer patient the same things
happen in Sabratha the first step we must separate the breast cancer folder before we
start the data Collection after fourteen working day. The result summarized in Table (2)
and presented in Figure (2).
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Year

Number of all cancer

Number of breast

Percent

patients

cancer patients

2004

410

95

%23

2005

493

112

%23

2006

569

113

%20

2007

706

148

%20

2008

705

173

%25

Total

2883

641

Table (2) the number of cancer patients in Al-Jamahiriya Hospital Benghazi.

■ Patients w ith cancer

■ Patients w ith breast
cancer

Figure (2) the number of cancer patients in Al-Jamahiriya Hospital Benghazi.

3) Tripoli Central Hospital
The first visit to Tripoli Central Hospital on 12 -01-09 I meet prof. Nuradin Aribi the
head of General Surgery Department Tripoli Central Hospital, I introduce him myself
and the aim of my visit and the Aim and objects of my research how is importance. The
second Day meeting group with Prof. Aribi and the Team from unit Breast clinic; Dr
Eman Hamad, Dr Thuraya A.Said and Aisha Zetoun, after a long discussion all of them
they express their willingness to provide us the Data, the work seems easier than other
centre because the unit of breast separate from other cancer unit. After Ten working
days, the result summarized in Table (3) and presented in Figure (3).
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Number of breast
Year

cancer patients

2000

36

2001

35

2002

24

2003

40

2004

52

2005

62

2006

45

2007

72

2008

77

Total

443

Table (3) shown the number of breast cancer in Tripoli Central Hospital.
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Figure (3) the number of cancer patients in Tripoli Central Hospital.
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4) National Cancer Institute Misurata
The first visit to National Cancer Institute Misurata on 19 -01-09 I meet Dr
Mohhammed Froka Chief of Medical Services direct me to Dr Abdulla Jebrel the head
of medical Department, after discussion we agreed to start by meeting

with Dr

Mohamed Elfagieh the Director of Institute, the second Day we run the meeting at
lO.OOam.I explain to them the Aim and objects of my research how its importance to
breast cancer patients firstly and our country and continent secondly. By the end of the
meeting all agreed how the study is important and they accept to provide me the Data
enquiry. After week working, the result summarized in Table (4) and presented in
Figure (4).

Year

Number of breast
cancer patients

2004

30

2005

8

2006

22

2007

20

2008

56

Total

136

Table (4) the number of cancer patients in National Cancer Institute Misurata.
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■ Patients with breast
cancer

Figure (4) the number of cancer patients in National Cancer Institute Misurata.

In total from the four centres we get 1764 breast cancer patient
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Evidence to provide Data enquiry
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Risk factors for breast cancer

1 - Gender

2 -Age

3 - Education
Level
4- W eight

Male

<20

Illiterate

□
□
□

<60 □

jmale
20-30 j“J

60-80 □

>100

151170

>171

Yes □

No

7 - Does the work
connected with
radiation

Yes

No

8 - socio
economic

<2000

9 - kind o f
Vegetable

Organic

10- kind o f meat

Red meat Q

20003600

>36006000

□

Nonorganic

"□

Bird

Fish □

11- Sport

yes O

No

12 - Smoke

Yes □

No

13 - Drinking
Alcohol

Yes

No

14- Other
diseases

yes

15 -Inherited
diseases

yes

16- M arital
State

□
□
□

No

No

Yes

18 - Age at
menarche

<12

Widowed/
Divorced

M arried

Single j~J

17 - Family
History o f
breast cancer

>6000

>15

13

164

61>

High
Education

81-100

6 - Employee

□
□

5160
Secondary

Primary

<150 |“ j

5- Height

41-50

31-40

□
□

19 - Age at first
Pregnancy

<20 |~J

20-

Yes

Breastfeeding

20-24 j~j

25-29

No

□

21 -Length o f
Breastfeeding

<1 year j |

22 - Number o f
Children

<2

30-34

<2 year

1 year

>6

□

23 - effected
after which
birth
24Spontaneous
abortions

yes

25- Age at last
pregnancy

<29 |~J

No

35-39

30-34 |“ j

>40

26 - Age at
menopause
27 - Oral
contraceptive
use

No

yes

28 - Duration of
oral
contraceptive
use

<2

29- Place o f
accommodation.

West

2-5

>5

East

South

165
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R CODES
Logistic Regression Code
w=read.csv("fatmha.csv",sep=";",header=T)
library
Gender=as.factor(w$Gender)
Age=as.factor(w$Age)
Education.level=as.factor(w$Education.level)
Weight=as.factor(w$Weight)
Height=as.factor(w$Height)
Employee=as.factor(w$Employee)
work.connected.with.rediation=as.factor(w$work.connected.with.rediation)
Socio.Econmic=as.factor(w$Socio.Econmic)
Kind.of.Vegetable=as.factor(w$Kind.of.Vegetable)
Kind.of.Meat=as.factor(w$Kind.of.Meat)
Sport=as.factor(w$Sport)
Smoke=as.factor(w$Smoke)
Drinking.Alcohol=as.factor(w$Drinking.Alcohol)
Other.diseases=as.factor(w$Other.diseases)
Inherited.diseases=as.factor(w$Inherited.diseases)
Marital.State=as.factor(w$Marital.State)
Family.history=as.factor(w$Family.history)
Age.at.menarche=as.factor(w$Age.at.menarche)
Age.at.first.Pregnancy=as.factor(w$Age.at.first.Pregnancy)
Breastfeeding=as.factor(w$Breastfeeding)
Length.of.Breastfeeding=as.factor(w$Length.of.Breastfeeding)
Number.of.chlidren=as.factor(w$Number.of.chlidren)
Spontaneous.abortions=as.factor(w$Spontaneous.abortions)Age.at.last.pregnancy=as.fa
ctor(w$Age.at.last.pregnancy)
Age.at.menpause=as.factor(w$Age.at.menpause)
Oral.contraceptive.use=as.factor(w$Oral.contraceptive.use)
Duration.of.oral.contraceptive.use=as.factor(w$Duration.of.oral.contraceptive.use)
Place.of.Accommodation=as.factor(w$Place.of.Accommodation)
Breast.Cancer=as.factor(w$Breast.Cancer)
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dat.dem=data.frame(Gender, Age, Education.level, Employee, Socio.Econmic,
Marital.State, Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3 # number of folds
K.size=n/K
set.seed(5)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1)%/%K.size+1
fold=as.factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
size=numerie(0)
size=numerie(0)
V=l:(dim(dat.dem)[2]-1)
dem.names=names(dat.dem)
err.selct=as.vector(0)
R=0
L=numerie(0)
for(N in l:length(V)){
mean.err=as.veetor(0)
Q=0
for(v in V){ print(names(dat.dem)[v])
all.err=numeric(0)
R=c(L,v)
for(k in 1:K){
dat.k=dat.dem[fold!=k,]
log=glm(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k[,c(R,dim(dat.dem)[2])],family=binomial)
#### test error #####
pred.log=round(predict(log,dat.dem[fold==k,c(R,dim(dat.dem)[2])],
type="response"),0)
tab=table(dat.dem$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.log)
err=l-sum(diag(as.matrix(tab)))/summary(fold)[k]
all.err=rbind(all.err,err) }
168

Q=Q+l
mean.err[Q]=mean(all.err)}
min.err=which(mean.err==min(mean.err))
err.selct[N]=round(min(mean.err),3)
L=c( V[min.err] ,L)
V=V[-min.err] }
cbind(sort(err.selct),dem.names[L])

iiiNHmiiiiiiiiiimmmiiiiiiiiiimmmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmmmmiiiiiiiiiimmmm
M HHHHHimM M M millllimm# Control factors j/// // //// // //// ////t f // // ////###// // ////#// //
dat.con=data.frame(Weight,Kind.of.Vegetable,Kind.of.Meat, Sport,Breastfeeding,
Length.of.Breastfeeding,Number.of.chlidren,Age.at.last.pregnancy,Oral.contraceptive.u
se,Duration.of.oral.contraceptive.use,Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3 # number of folds
K.size=n/K
set.seed(5)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1)%/%K.size+l
fold=as.factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))size=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
V=l:(dim(dat.con)[2]-l)
con.names=names(dat.con)
err.selct=as.vector(0)
R=0
L=numeric(0)
for(N in l:length(V)){
mean.err=as.vector(0)
Q=0
for(v in V){ print(con.names[v])
all.err=numeric(0)
R=c(L,v)
for(k in 1:K){
dat.k=dat.con[fold!=k,]
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log=glm(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k[,c(R,dim(dat.con)[2])],family=binomial)
#### test error #####
pred.log=round(predict(log,dat.con[fold==k,c(R,dim(dat.con)[2])], type="response"),0)
tab=table(dat.con$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.log)
err=l-sum(diag(as.matrix(tab)))/summary(fold)[k]
all.err=rbind(all.err,err)}
Q=Q+1
mean.err[Q]=mean(all.err)}
min.err=which(mean.err==min(mean.err))
err.selct[N]=round(min(mean.err),3)
L=c(V[min.err],L)
V=V[-min.err] }
cbind(sort(err.selct),con. names [L])

Control factors
dat.uncon=data.frame(Height,work.connected.with.rediation,Age.at.menarche,Age.at.fir
st.Pregnany,Age.at.menpause,Spontaneous.abortions,Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3 # number of folds
K.size=n/K
set.seed(5)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1)%/%K.size+1
fold=as.factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
size=numeric(0)
size=numerie(0)
V=l:(dim(dat.uncon)[2]-l)
uncon.names=names(dat.uncon)
err. selct=as.vector(O)
R=0
L=numeric(0)
for(N in l:length(V)){
mean.err=as.vector(O)
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Q=0
for(v in V){ print(uncon.names[v])
all.err=numeric(0)
R=c(L,v)
for(k in 1:K){
dat.k=dat.uncon[fold!=k,]
log=glm(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k[,c(R,dim(dat.uncon)[2])],family=binomial)
#### test error #####
pred.log=round(predict(log,dat.uncon[fold==k,c(R,dim(dat.uncon)[2])],
type="response"),0)
tab=table(dat.uncon$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.log)
err=l-sum(diag(as.matrix(tab)))/summary(fold)[k]
all.err=rbind(all.err,err)}

Q=Q+1
mean.err[Q]=mean(all.err)}
min.err=which(mean.err==min(mean.err))
err.selct[N]=round(min(mean.err),3)
L=c(V[min.err[l]],L)
V=V[-min.err[l]] }
cbind(sort(err.selct),uncon.names[L])
■ //////////■ ////ti# # ////////////////////////j/^ /////////////////////# # # j/////////////////////////////////////////////////////# j///j/# #

MllimmilllllllllllllllllllllMHHtM# Health factors IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUMim#

dat.health=data.frame(Other.diseases,Family.history,Inherited.diseases,Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3 # number of folds
K.size=n/K
set.seed(5)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1) %/%K. size+1
fold=as.factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
size=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
V=1:(dim(dat.health) [2] -1)
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health.names=names(dat.health)
err.selct=as.vector(0)
R=0
L=numeric(0)
for(N in l:length(V)){
mean.err=as.vector(0)
Q=0
for(v in V){ print(health.names[v])
all.err=numeric(0)
R=c(L,v)
for(k in 1:K){
dat.k=dat.health[fold !=k,]
log=glm(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k[,c(R,dim(dat.health)[2])],family=binomial)
#### test error #####
pred.log=round(predict(log,dat.health[fold==k,c(R,dim(dat.health)[2])],
type="resp°nse"),0)
tab=table(dat.health$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.log)
err=l-sum(diag(as.matrix(tab)))/summary(fold)[k]
all.err=rbind(all.err,err) }

Q=Q+i
mean.err[Q]=mean(all.err)}
min.err=which(mean.err==min(mean.err))
err.selct[N]=round(min(mean.err),3)
L=c(V [min.err[ 1]],L)
V=V[-min.err[l]] }
cbind(sort(err.selct),health.names[L])

MHmfflfflmMummwmiiiiiiHmmmiiimmiiiiiiimttiMmiMMiiiitiiiiiiiMMim
in tm m m m M m m m iM iiiim m m f D erno and cont m iiiim m u iiiiiiiiiiiitm fM m #
dem.con=data.frame(Socio.Econmic,Education.level,Age,Employee,Weight,Sport,Leng
th.of.Breastfeeding,Kind.of.Meat,Breastfeeding,Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3 # number of folds
K.size=n/K
set.seed(5)
K.unif=runif(n)
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r ange=r ank( K.unif)
fold=(range-1)%/%K.size+1
fold=as.factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
size=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
V=l:(dim(dem.con)[2]-l)
dem.con.names=names(dem.con)
err. selct=as.vector(O)
R=0
L=numeric(0)
for(N in l:length(V)){
mean.err=as.vector(0)
Q=0
for(v in V){ print(dem.con.names[v])
all.err=numeric(0)
R=c(L,v)
for(k in 1:K){
dat.k=dem.con[fold!=k,]
log=glm(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k[,c(R,dim(dem.con)[2])],family=binomial)
#### test error #####
pred.log=round(predict(log,dem.con[fold==k,c(R,dim(dem.con)[2])],
type="response"),0)
tab=table(dem.con$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.log)
err=l-sum(diag(as.matrix(tab)))/summary(fold)[k]
all.err=rbind(all.err,err) }

Q=Q+l
mean.err[Q]=mean(all.err)}
min.err=which(mean. err==min(mean. err))
err.selct[N]=min(mean.err)
L=c( V [min.err[ 1] ],L)
V=V[-min.err[l]] }
cbind(sort(err.selct),dem.con.names[L])
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data.frame(Height,work.connected.with.rediation,Spontaneous.abortions,Family.history,
Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3 # number of folds
K.size=n/K
set.seed(5)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1)%/%K.size+l
fold=as.factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
size=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
V=l:(dim(uncon.hlth)[2]-l)
uncon.hlth.names=names(uncon.hlth)
err. selct=as.vector(O)
R=0
L=numeric(0)
for(N in l:length(V)){
mean. err=as.vector(O)
Q=0
for(v in V){ print(uncon.hlth.names[v])
all.err=numeric(0)
R=c(L,v)
for(k in 1:K){
dat.k=uncon.hlth[fold!=k,]
log=glm(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k[,c(R,dim(uncon.hlth)[2])],family=binomial)
#### test error #####
pred.log=round(predict(log,uncon.hlth[fold==k,c(R,dim(uncon.hlth)[2])],
type="response"),0)
tab=table(uncon.hlth$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.log)
err= 1-sum(diag(as.matrix(tab)))/summary(fold)[k]
all.err=rbind(all.err,err) }

Q=Q+1
mean.err[Q]=mean(all.err)}
mm.err=which(mean.err==mm(mean.err))
err.selct[N]=min(mean.err)
L=c(V[min.err[ 1] ] ,L)
V=V[-min.err[l]] }
cbind(sort(err.selct),uncon.hlth.names[L])
IIII ////#########// IIIIIIllllllllllIIIIII If II ////■//IIII //############# IIIIIIIIII If IIII If IIIIIIIIII //// IIII If //#M#
############## IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII#####A11 factors l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l M M M m i l l l i m m t
data.frame(Weight, Sport,Length.of.Breastfeeding,Kind.of.Meat, Breastfeeding, Height, F
amily.history,work.connected.with.rediation, Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3 # number of folds
K.size=n/K
set.seed(5)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1)%/%K.size+l
fold=as.factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
size=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
V=l:(dim(all)[2]-1)
all.names=names(all)
err.selct=as.vector(0)
R=0
L=numeric(0)
for(N in l:length(V)){
mean.err=as.vector(0)
Q=0
for(v in V){ print(all.names[v])
all.err=numeric(0)
R=c(L,v)
for(k in 1:K){
dat.k=all[fold!=k,]
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log=glm(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k[,c(R,dim(all)[2])],family=binomial)
#### test error 4 1 U U M
pred.log=round(predict(log,all[fold==k,c(R,dim(all)[2])], type="response"),0)
tab=table(all$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.log)
err=l-sum(diag(as.matrix(tab)))/summary(fold)[k]
all.err=rbind(all.err,err) }

Q=Q+i
mean.err[Q]=mean(all.err)}
min.err=which(mean.err==min(mean.err))
err.selct[N]=min(mean.err)
L=c( V[min.err[ 1]] ,L)
V=V[-min.err[l]] }
cbind(sort(err.selct),all.name
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Neural Networks Code
library(nnet)
w=read.csv("fatmha.csv",sep=";",header=T)
library(nnet)
Gender=as.factor(w$Gender)
Age=as.factor(w$Age)
Education.level=as.factor(w$Education.level)
Weight=as.factor(w$Weight)
Height=as.factor(w$Height)
Employee=as.factor(w$Employee)
work.connected.with.rediation=as.factor(w$work.connected.with.rediation)
Socio.Econmic=as.factor(w$Socio.Econmic)
Kind.of.Vegetable=as.factor(w$Kind.of.Vegetable)
Kind.of.Meat=as.factor(w$Kind.of.Meat)
Sport=as.factor(w$Sport)
Smoke=as.factor(w$Smoke)
Drinking.Alcohol=as.factor(w$Drinking.Alcohol)
Other.diseases=as.factor(w$Other.diseases)
Inherited.diseases=as.factor(w$Inherited.diseases)
Marital.State=as.factor(w$Marital.State)
Family.history=as.factor(w$Family.history)
Age.at.menarche=as.factor(w$Age.at.menarche)
Age.at.first.Pregnancy=as.factor(w$Age.at.first.Pregnancy)
Breastfeeding=as.factor(w$Breastfeeding)
Length.of.Breastfeeding=as.factor(w$Length.of.Breastfeeding)
Number.of.chlidren=as.factor(w$Number.of.chlidren)
Spontaneous.abortions=as.factor(w$Spontaneous.abortions)
Age.at.last.pregnancy=as.factor(w$Age.at.last.pregnancy)
Age.at.menpause=as.factor(w$Age.at.menpause)
Oral.contraceptive.use=as.factor(w$Oral.contraceptive.use)
Duration.of.oral.contraceptive.use=as.factor(w$Duration.of.oral.contraceptive.use)
Place.of.Accommodation=as.factor(w$Place.of.Accommodation)
Breast.Cancer=as.factor(w$Breast.Cancer)
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dat.dem=data.frame(Gender, Age, Education.level, Employee, Socio.Econmic,
Marital.State, Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3 # number of folds
K.size=n/K
set.seed(5)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1)%/%K. size+1
fold=as .factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
size=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
V=l:(dim(dat.dem)[2]-1)
dem.names=names(dat.dem)
err. selct=as.vector(O)
R=0
L=numeric(0)
for(N in l:length(V)){
mean.err=as.vector(0)
Q=0
for(v in V){ print(names(dat.dem)[v])
all.err=numeric(0)
R=c(L,v)
for(k in 1:K){
dat.k=dat.dem[fold!=k,]
net=nnet(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k[,c(R,dim(dat.dem)[2])],size = 20, rang = 0.1,
decay = 5e-4, maxit = 200)
#### test error #####
pred.net=predict(net,dat.dem[fold==k,c(R,dim(dat.dem)f2])],type="class")
tab=table(dat.dem$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.net)
err=l-sum(diag(as.matrix(tab)))/summary(fold)[k]
all.err=rbind(all.err,err)}
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Q=Q+i
mean.err[Q]=mean(all.err)}
min.err=which (mean. err==min(mean. err))
err.selct[N]=min(mean.err)
L=c(V[min.err],L)
V=V[-min.err] }
cbind(sort(err.selct),dem.names[L])

#//^//////////////////#^^///////////////////##//////////////////////////////////////j///#^///////////////////////////////////####
Control factors########//////////////////////////////////////###
dat.con=data.frame(Weight,Kind.of.Vegetable,Kind.of.Meat,Sport,Breastfeeding,Lengt
h.of.Breastfeeding,Number.of.chlidren,Age.at.last.pregnancy,Oral.contraceptive.use,Du
ration.of.oral.contraceptive.use,Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3 # number of folds
K.size=n/K
set.seed(5)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1) %/%K. size+1
fold=as.factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
size=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
V=l:(dim(dat.con)[2]-l)
con.names=names(dat.con)
err.selct=as.vector(0)
R=0
L=numeric(0)
for(N in l:length(V)){
mean.err=as.vector(0)

Q=0
for(v in V){ print(con.names[v])
all.err=numeric(0)
R=c(L,v)
for(k in 1:K){
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dat.k=dat.con[fold!=k,]
net=nnet(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k[,c(R,dim(dat.con)[2])],size _ ^

rang = q.1,

decay = 5e-4, maxit = 200)
#### test error #####
pred.net=predict(net,dat.con[fold==k,c(R,dim(dat.con)[2])],type="class")
tab=table(dat.con$Breast.Cancer[fold==k], pred.net)
err=l-sum(diag(as.matrix(tab)))/summary(fold)[k]
all.err=rbind(all.err,err) }

Q=Q+1
mean.err[Q]=mean(all.err)}
min.err=which(mean.err==min(mean.err))
err.selct[N]=min(mean.err)
L=c(V[min.err],L)
V=V[-min.err] }
cbind(sort(err.selct),con.names[L])

Control factors
dat.uncon=data.frame(Height,work.connected.with.rediation,Age.at.menarche,Age.at.fir
st.Pregnancy,Age.at.menpause, Spontaneous, abortions, Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3 # number of folds
K.size=n/K
set.seed(5)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1) %/% K. size+1
fold=as.factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
size=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
V=1 :(dim(dat.uncon)[21-1)
uncon.names=names(dat.uncon)
err. selct=as.vector(O)
R=0
L=numeric(0)
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for(N in l:length(V)){mean.err=as.vector(0)
Q=0
for(v in V){ print(uncon.names[v])
all.err=numeric(0)
R=c(L,v)
for(k in 1:K){
dat.k=dat.uncon[fold!=k,]
net=nnet(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k[,c(R,dim(dat.uncon)[2])],size = 30, rang =

0 . 1,
decay = 5e-4, maxit = 200)
#### test error#####
pred.net=predict(net,dat.uncon[fold==k,c(R,dim(dat.uncon)[2])],type="class")
tab=table(dat.uncon$Breast.Cancer[fold==k], pred.net)
err=l-sum(diag(as.matrix(tab)))/summary(fold)[k]
all.err=rbind(all.err,err)}

Q=Q+l
mean.err[Q]=mean(all.err)}
min.err=which(mean. err==min(mean. err))
err.selct[N]=min(mean.err)
L=c( V[min.err] ,L)
V=V[-min.err] }
cbind(sort(err. selct),uncon.names [L])
######## II //////########### ////// //########### llll IIIIIIII //######## IIIIII llll IIIIII till llll litHt# #
########//////################# Health factors #############////////////////##////##////#
dat.health=data.ffame(Other.diseases,Family .history,Inherited.diseases,Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3 # number of folds
K.size=n/K
set.seed(5)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1) %/%K. size+1
fold=as.factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
size=numeric(0)
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size=numeric(0)
V=l:(dim(dat.health)[2]-1)
heath.names=names(dat.health)
err.selct=as.vector(0)
R=0
L=numeric(0)
for(N in l:length(V)){
mean.err=as.vector(0)
Q=0
for(v in V){ print(heath.names[v])
all.err=numeric(0)
R=c(L,v)
for(k in 1:K){
dat.k=dat.uncon[fold!=k, ]
net=nnet(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k[,c(R,dim(dat.health)[2])],size _ 3 0 , rang =
0.1, decay = 5e-4, maxit = 200)
#### test error #####
pred.net=predict(net,dat.health[fold==k,c(R,dim(dat.health)[2])],type="class")
tab=table(dat.health$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.net)
err=l-sum(diag(as.matrix(tab)))/summary(fold)[k]
all.err=rbind(all.err,err)}

Q=Q+i
mean, err[Q]=mean(all. err)}
min.err=which(mean.err==min(mean.err))
err.selct[N]=min(mean.err)
L=c( V[min.err] ,L)
V=V[-min.err] }
cbind(sort(err.selct),uncon.names[L])
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Decision Tree Code
w=read.csv("fatmha.csv",sep=";",header=T)
library(tree)
Gender=as.factor(w$Gender)
Age=as.factor(w$Age)
Education.level=as.factor(w$Education.level)
Weight=as.factor(w$Weight)
Height=as.factor(w$Height)
Employee=as.factor(w$Employee)
work.connected.with.rediation=as.factor(w$work.connected.with.rediation)
Socio.Econmic=as.factor(w$Socio.Econmic)
Kind.of.Vegetable=as.factor(w$Kind.of.Vegetable)
Kind.of.Meat=as.factor(w$Kind.of.Meat)
Sport=as.factor(w$Sport)
Smoke=as.factor(w$Smoke)
Drinking.Alcohol=as.factor(w$Drinking.Alcohol)
Other.diseases=as.factor(w$Other.diseases)
Inherited.diseases=as.factor(w$Inherited.diseases)
Marital.State=as.factor(w$Marital.State)
Family .history=as.factor(w$Family.history)
Age.at.menarche=as.factor(w$Age.at.menarche)
Age.at.first.Pregnancy=as.factor(w$Age.at.first.Pregnancy)
Breastfeeding=as.factor(w$Breastfeeding)
Length.of.Breastfeeding=as.factor(w$Length.of.Breastfeeding)
Number.of.chlidren=as.factor(w$Number.of.chlidren)
Spontaneous.abortions=as.factor(w$Spontaneous.abortions)
Age.at.last.pregnancy=as.factor(w$Age.at.last.pregnancy)
Age.at.menpause=as.factor(w$Age.at.menpause)
Oral.contraceptive.use=as.factor(w$Oral.contraceptive.use)
Duration.of.oral.contraceptive.use=as.factor(w$Duration.of.oral.contraceptive.use)
Place.of.Accommodation=as.factor(w$Place.of.Accommodation)
Breast.Cancer=as.factor(w$Breast.Cancer)
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M I I I I I I I I M M M I i m m M M M M D e r n o g factors m i m i i m M IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM###
sim=50
S=9 # tree size
set.err=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.size=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.diff=matrix(0,ne=sim,nr=S+l)
set. sized=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+1)
set.cum=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+l)
for(N in
1: sim) {dat.dem=data.frame(Gender, Age,Education.level,Employee,Socio.Econmic,
Marital.State, Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3 # number of folds
K.size=n/K
set.seed(N)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1)%/%K.size+l
fold=as.factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
all.err=numeric(0)
all.err.t=numerie(0)
size=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
for(kinl:K ){
for(s in 2: S){
dat.k=dat.dem[fold !=k,]
tre=tree(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k,method="class")
prun.tre= prune.tree(tre, best = s)
m i m m t t training error#######
pred.train=predict(prun.tre,newdata=dat.k,type="class")
tab.t=table(dat.k$Breast.Cancer,pred.train)
err.t=l-(tab.t[l,l]+tab.t[2,2])/sum(tab.t)
all.err.t=rbind(all.err.t,err.t)
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pred.tre=predict(prun.tre,newdata=dat.dem[fold==k,],type="class")
tab=table(dat.dem$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.tre)
err= 1-(tab [1,1] -Rab [2,2])/sum(tab)
all.err=rbind(err,all.err)
size=rbind(summary(prun.tre)$size,size) } }
m.err.t=tapply(all.err.t,size,mean) ## training error
m.err=tapply(all.err,size,mean)

##test error

sz=as.numeric(names(table(size)))
set.err[ 1:length(sz),N]=m.err
set.size[ 1:length(sz),N]=sz
diff=m.err-c(m.err[-1],0)
diff=round(diff[-length(diff)],8)
szd=sz[-l]
set.difff 1:length(szd),N]=diff
set.sized[ 1:length(szd),N]=szd
cum.diff=diff
for(i in 2:length(szd)){ cum.diff[i]=cum.diff[i-l]+diff[i]}
set.cum[ 1:length(szd),N]=cum.diff}
## plot diff between test errors
plot(c(set.sized[set.sized!=0]),c(set.diff[set.sized!=0]), type="p", axes=F, ylab="Error
rate difference", xlab="Tree size",cex.lab=1.5)
z=c("2,3,,,"3,4","4,5",,,5,6","6,7,,,"7,8","8,9","9,10")
axis(2,cex.axis=l .4)
axis(l, 3:10,z,cex.axis=l.l)
box()
#points(c(set.diff[set.sized!=0]))
m.diff=tapply(set.diff[set.sized!=0],set.sized[set.sized!=0],mean)
sz.diff=as.numeric(names(table(set.sized[set.sized!=0])))
lines(sz.diff,m.diff)
points(sz.diff,m.diff,pch=18,col=2)
diff between test errors
plot(c(set.sized[set.sized!=0]),c(set.cum[set.sized!=0]), type="p", axes=F, ylab="Error
rate difference", xlab="Tree size",cex.lab=1.5)
z=c("2,3","3,4","4,5","5,6","6,7","7,8","8,9","9,10")
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axis(2,cex.axis=l .4)
axis(l, 3:10,z,cex.axis=l.l)
box()
#points(c(set.cum[set.sized!=0]))
cum.diff=tapply(set.cum[set.sized!=0],set.sized[set.sized!=0],mean)
sz.diff=as.numeric(names(table(set.sized[set.sized!=0])))
lines(sz.diff,cum.diff)
points(sz.diff,cum.diff,pch=18,col=2)

u 11a if ii ii ii if ii n if ii ii 11if t m m m m m m

control factors M

m m M iiiiiu iiiiim M m iiiiiu m

sim=50
S=13 #tree size
set.err.con=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.size.con=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.diff.con=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+1)
set.sized.con=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.cum.con=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
for(N in l:sim){
dat.con=data.frame(Weight,Kind.of.Vegetable,Kind.of.Meat, Sport,Breastfeeding,
Length.of.Breastfeeding,Number.of.chlidren,Age.at.last.pregnancy,Oral.contraceptive.u
se
,Duration.of.oral.contraceptive.use,Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3
#S=12
K.size=n/K
set.seed(N)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-l)%/%K.size+l
fold=as.factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
all.err.t=numeric(0)
all.err=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
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for(k in 1:K){
for(s in 2: S){
dat.k=dat.con[fold!=k,]
tre=tree(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k,method="class")
prun.tre= prune.tree(tre, best = s)
#### training error JIIHHHI
pred.train=predict(prun.tre,newdata=dat.k,type="class")
tab.t=table(dat.k$Breast.Cancer,pred.train)
err.t=l-(tab.t[l,l]+tab.t[2,2])/sum(tab.t)
all.err.t=rbind(all.err.t,err.t)
I l l l l l l l l l l i m i m i m i m i m i V f f l f f l test error m i IIIIIIII If IIII
pred.tre=predict(prun.tre,newdata=dat.con[fold==k,],type="class")
tab=table(dat.con$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.tre)
err=l -(tab[ 1,1 ]+tab[2,2])/sum(tab)
all.err=rbind(all.err,err)
size=rbind(size,summary(prun.tre)$size)} }
m.err.t=tapply(all.err.t,size,mean) ## training error
m.err=tapply(all.err, size, mean)

##test error

sz=as.numeric(names(table(size)))
set.err.con[ 1:length(sz),N]=m.err
set.size.con[l :length(sz),N]=sz
diff=m.err-c(m.err[-1] ,0)
diff=round(diff[-length(diff)] ,8)
szd=sz[-l]
set.diff.con[ 1:length(szd),N]=diff
set.sized.con[ 1:length(szd),N]=szd
cum.diff=diff
for(i in 2:length(szd)){ cum.diff[i]=cum.diff[i-l]+diff[i]}
set.cum.con[ 1:length(szd),N]=cum.diff}
## plot diff between test errors
plot(c(set.sized.con[set.sized.con!=0]),c(set.cum.con[set.sized.con!=0]), type="p",
axes=F, ylab="Cumulative error rate difference", xlab="Tree size",cex.lab=1.5)
z=c("2,3","3,4","4,5","5,6","6,7","7,8","8,9","9,10","10,11","11,12","12,13","13,14")
axis(2,cex.axis=l .4)
axis(l, 3:14,z,cex.axis=.7)
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box()
#points(c(set.cum.con[set.sized.con!=0]))
cum.diff=tapply(set.cum.con[set.sized.con!=0],set.sized.con[set.sized.con!=0],mean)
sz.diff=as.numeric(names(table(set.sized.con[set.sized.con!=0])))
lines(sz.diff,cum.diff)
points(sz.diff,cum.diff,pch=18,col=2)
#### plot test error and size ####
plot(size,all.err,type="p")
points(size,m.err,pch=20,col=4)
lines(size,m.err,col=2)
#### plot test and training error with size ###
size=as.numeric(names(table(size)))
plot(size,m.err.t,col=3,type="l",ylab="error rate")
points(size,m.err.t)
lines(size, m.err,col=2)
points(size,m.err)
IUIII IIIIII tree with smallest test error #####
t.demo=tree(dat.con$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.con,method="class")
prun.t= prune.tree(t.demo, best =8)
plot(prun.t);text(prun.t)
## plot diff between test errors
diff=m.err-c(m.err[-1] ,0)
diff=round(diff[-length(diff)] ,5)
sz=size[-l]
plot(diff, type="l", axes=F, ylab="Error rate difference", xlab="Tree size",cex.lab=1.5)
z=c("2,3","3,4","4,5","5,6","6,7","7,8","8,9","9,10","10,11","11,12")
axis(l, l:10,z,cex.axis= l.l)
axis(2,cex.axis=l .4)
box()
points(diff)
t.snip=snip.tree(prun.t,nodes=c(7))
plot(t.snip);text(t.snip)
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set.err.uncon=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.size.uncon=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set. diff.uncon=matrix(0 ,nc=sim,nr=S+1)
set.sized.uncon=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.cum.uncon=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
for(N in l:sim){
dat.uncon=data.frame(Height,work.connected.with.rediation,Age.at.menarche,Age.at.fir
st.Pregnancy,Age.at.menpause, Spontaneous, abortions, Breast. Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3
#S=8
K.size=n/K
set.seed(N)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1)%/%K.size+1
fold=as .factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
all.err.t=numeric(0)
all.err=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
for(k in 1:K){
for(s in 2: S){
dat.k=dat.uncon[fold!=k,]
tre=tree(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k,method="class")
prun.tre= prune.tree(tre, best = s)
#### training error #####
pred.train=predict(prun.tre,newdata=dat.k,type="class")
tab.t=table(dat.k$Breast.Cancer,pred.train)
err.t=l -(tab.t[ 1,1 ]+tab.t[2,2])/sum(tab.t)
all.err.t=rbind(all.err.t,err.t)

#### test error #####
pred.tre=predict(prun.tre,newdata=dat.uncon[fold==k,],type=,'class'f)
tab=table(dat.uncon$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.tre)
err=l-(tab[l,l]+tab[2,2])/sum(tab)
all.err=rbind(all.err,err)
size=rbind(size,summary(prun.tre)$size)} }
m.err.t=tapply(all.err.t,size,mean) ## training error
m.err=tapply(all.err,size,mean)

##test error

sz=as.numeric(names(table(size)))
set.err.uncon[ 1:length(sz),N]=m.err
set.size.uncon[l:length(sz),N]=sz
diff=m.err-c(m.err[-1] ,0)
diff=round(diff[-length(diff)],8)
szd=sz[-l]
set.diff.uncon[ 1:length(szd),N]=diff
set.sized.uncon[ 1:length(szd),N]=szd
cum.diff=diff
for(i in 2:length(szd)){ cum.diff[i]=cum.diff[i-l]+diff[i]}
set.cum.uncon[ 1:length(szd),N]=cum.diff}
## plot diff between test errors
plot(c(set.sized.uncon[set.sized.uncon!=0]),c(set.cum.uncon[set.sized.imcon!=0]),
type="p", axes=F, ylab="Cumulative error rate difference", xlab="Tree
size",cex.lab=1.5)
z=c("2,3","3,4","4,5","5,6","6,7","7,8","8,9")
axis(2,cex.axis=l .4)
axis(l, 3:9,z,cex.axis=l)
box()
#points(c(set.cum.uncon[set.sized.uncon!=0]))
cum.diff=tapply(set.cum.uneon[set.sized.uncon!=0],set.sized.uncon[set.sized.uncon!=0]
,men)
sz.diff=as.numeric(names(table(set.sized.uncon[set.sized.uncon!=0])))
lines(sz.diff,cum.diff)
points(sz.diff,cum.diff,pch=18,col=2)
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set.err.h=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.size.h=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.diff.h=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+l)
set.sized.h=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.cum.h=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
for(N in l:sim){
dat.health=data.frame(Other.diseases,Family.history,Inherited.diseases,
Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3
#S=4
K.size=n/K
set.seed(N)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1)%/%K.size+l
fold=as.factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
all.err.t=numeric(0)
all.err=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
for(k in 1:K){
for(s in 2: S){
dat.k=dat.health[fold!=k,]
tre=tree(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k,method="class")
prun.tre= prune.tree(tre, best = s)
#### training error #####
pred.train=predict(prun.tre,newdata=dat.k,type="class")
tab.t=table(dat.k$Breast.Cancer,pred.train)
err.t=l -(tab.t[ 1,1 ]+tab.t[2,2])/sum(tab.t)
all.err.t=rbind(all.err.t,err.t)

#### test error #####
pred.tre=predict(prun.tre,newdata=dat.health[fold=k,],type="class")
tab=table(dat.health$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.tre)
err=l -(tab[ 1, l]+tab[2,2])/sum(tab)
all.err=rbind(all.err,err)
size=rbind(size,summary(prun.tre)$size) } }
m.err.t=tapply(all.err.t,size,mean) ## training error
m.err=tapply(all.err, size, mean)

##test error

sz=as.numeric(names(table(size)))
set.err.h[ 1:length(sz),N]=m.err
set.size.h[ 1:length(sz),N]=sz
diff=m.err-c(m.err[-1] ,0)
diff=round(diff[-length(diff)],8)
szd=sz[-l]
set.diff.h[ 1:length(szd),N]=diff
set.sized.h[ 1:length(szd),N]=szd
cum.diff=diff
for(i in 2:length(szd)){ cum.diff[i]=cum.diff[i-l]+diff[i]}
set.cum.h[ 1:length(szd),N]=cum.diff}
## plot diff between test errors
plot(c(set.sized.h[set.sized.h!=0]),c(set.cum.h[set.sized.h!=0]), type="p", axes=F,
ylab="Cumulative error rate difference", xlab='Tree size",cex.lab=1.5)
#points(c(set.cum.h[set.sized.h!=0]))
cum.diff=tapply(set.cum.h[set.sized.h!=0],set.sized.h[set.sized.h!=0],mean)
sz.diff=as.numeric(names(table(set.sized.h[set.sized.h!=0])))
lines(sz.diff,cum.diff)
points(sz.diff,cum.diff,pch=l 8,col=2)
z=c("2,3","3,4","", "4,6","6,7")
axis(2,cex.axis=l .4)
axis(l, 3:7,z,cex.axis=l)
box()
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Demo and Cont
sim=50
S=13 # tree size
set.err.dh=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.size.dh=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.diff.dh=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+1)
set.sized.dh=matrix(0,ne=sim,nr=S+l)
set.eum.dh=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+1)

for(N in l:sim){
dem.con=data.frame(Socio.Econmic,Education.level,Age,Employee,Weight,Sport,
Length.of.Breastfeeding, Kind.of. Vegetable, Breastfeeding, Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3
#S=13
K.size=n/K
set.seed(N)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank( K. unif)
fold=(range-1) %/% K. size+1
fold=as .factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
all.err.t=numerie(0)
all.err=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
for(k in 1:K){
for(s in 2: S){
dat.k=dem.con[fold!=k,]
tre=tree(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k,method="class")
prun.tre= prune.tree(tre, best = s)
#### training error #####
pred.train=predict(prun.tre,newdata=dat.k,type="class")
tab.t=table(dat.k$Breast.Cancer,pred.train)
err.t=l -(tab.t[ 1,1 ]+tab.t[2,2])/sum(tab.t)
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all.err.t=rbind(all.err.t,err.t)
#### test error#####
pred.tre=predict(prun.tre,newdata=dem.con[fold==k,],type="class")
tab=table(dem.con$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.tre)
err=l -(tab[ 1,1 ]+tab[2,2])/sum(tab)
all.err=rbind(all.err,err)
size=rbind(size,summary(prun.tre)$size) }}
m.err.t=tapply(all.err.t,size,mean) ## training error
m.err=tapply(all.err, size, mean)

##test error

sz=as.numeric(names(table(size)))
set.err.dh[ 1:length(sz),N]=m.err
set.size.dh[l :length(sz),N]=sz
diff=m.err-c(m.err[-1] ,0)
diff=round(diff[-length(diff)] ,8)
szd=sz[-l]
set.diff.dh[ 1:length(szd),N]=diff
set.sized.dhf 1:length(szd),N]=szd
cum.diff=diff
for(i in 2:length(szd)){ cum.diff[i]=cum.diff[i-l]+diff[i]}
set.cum.dh[l:length(szd),N]=cum.diff}
## plot diff between test errors
plot(c(set.sized.dh[set.sized.dh!=0]),c(set.cum.dh[set.sized.dh!=0]), type="p", axes=F,
ylab="Cumulative error rate difference", xlab="Tree size",cex.lab=1.5)
#points(c(set.cum.h[set.sized.h!=0]))
cum.diff=tapply(set.cum.dh[set.sized.dh!=0],set.sized.dh[set.sized.dh!=0],mean)
sz.diff=as.numeric(names(table(set.sized.dh[set.sized.dh!=0])))
lines(sz.diff,cum.diff)
points(sz.diff,cum.diff,pch=18,col=2)
z=c("2,3","3,4","4,5","5,6","6,7","7,8","8,9","9,10","10,11","11,12","12,13")
axis(2,cex.axis=l .4)
axis(l, 3:13,z,cex.axis=.8)
box()
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mmmmmmmmmmm uncontroi and health mmmmummmmmmmm
sim=50
S=13 #tree size
set.err.ch=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.size.ch=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.diff.ch=matrix(0 ,nc=s im,nr=S+1)
set.sized.eh=matrix(0,ne=sim,nr=S+l)
set.eum.ch=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+1)
for(N in l:sim){
uncon.hlth= data.frame(Height,work.connected.with.rediation,Spontaneous.abortions
,Family.history,Other.diseases,Inherited.diseases,Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3
#S=9
K.size=n/K
set.seed(N)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1)%/%K. size+1
fold=as .factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
all.err.t=numerie(0)
all.err=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
for(k in 1:K){
for(s in 2: S){
dat.k=uncon.hlth[fold!=k,]
tre=tree(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k,method="class")
prun.tre= prune.tree(tre, best = s)
#### training error #####
pred.train=predict(prun.tre,newdata=dat.k,type="class")
tab.t=table(dat.k$Breast.Cancer,pred.train)
err.t=l -(tab.t[ 1,1 ]+tab.t[2,2])/sum(tab.t)
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all.err.t=rbind(all.err.t,err.t)
#### test error #####
pred.tre=predict(prun.tre,newdata=uncon.hlth[fold==k,],type="class")
tab=table(uncon.hlth$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.tre)
err= 1-(tab [1,1] +tab[2,2] )/sum(tab)
all.err=rbind(all.err,err)
size=rbind(size,summary(pnm.tre)$size)} }
m.err.t=tapply(all.err.t,size,mean) ## training error
m.err=tapply(all.err,size,mean)

##test error

sz=as.numeric(names(table(size)))
set.err.ch[ 1:length(sz),N]=m.err
set.size.ch[l:length(sz),N]=sz
diff=m.err-c(m.err[-1] ,0)
diff=round(diff[-length(diff)] ,8)
szd=sz[-l]
set.diff.ch[ 1:length(szd),N]=diff
set.sized.ch[l:length(szd),N]=szd
cum.diff=diff
for(i in 2:length(szd)){ cum.diff[i]=cum.diff[i-l]+diff[i]}
set.cum.ch[l:length(szd),N]=cum.diff}
## plot diff between test errors
plot(c(set.sized.ch[set.sized.ch!=0]),c(set.cum.ch[set.sized.ch!=0]), type="p", axes=F,
ylab="Cumulative error rate difference”, xlab="Tree size",cex.lab=1.5)
#points(c(set.cum.h[set. sized.h!=0]))
cum.diff=tapply(set.cum.ch[set.sized.ch!=0],set.sized.ch[set.sized.ch!=0],mean)
sz.diff=as.numeric(names(table(set.sized.ch[set.sized.ch!=0])))
lines(sz.diff,cum.diff)
points(sz.diff,cum.diff,pch=18,col=2)
z=c("2,3 ”,”3,4”,”4,5”,"5,6”,”6,7”,"7,8","8,9",”9,10","10,11”,”11,12","12,13")
axis(2,cex.axis=l .4)
axis(l, 3:13,z,cex.axis=.8)
box()
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set.err.all=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.size.all=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+2)
set.diff.all=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+1)
set.sized.all=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+l)
set.cum.all=matrix(0,nc=sim,nr=S+1)
for(N in l:sim){
all=data.frame(Weight, Sport, Length.of.Breastfeeding,Kind.of.Vegetable, Breastfeeding,
Height,Family.history,Breast.Cancer)
n=nrow(w)
K=3
#S=12
K.size=n/K
set.seed(N)
K.unif=runif(n)
range=rank(K.unif)
fold=(range-1) %/% K. size+1
fold=as .factor(fold)
print(summary(fold))
all.err. t=numeric(0)
all.err=numeric(0)
size=numeric(0)
for(k in 1:K){
for(s in 2: S){
dat.k=all[fold!=k,]
tre=tree(dat.k$Breast.Cancer~.,data=dat.k,method="class")
prun.tre= prune.tree(tre, best = s)
#### training error #####
pred.train=predict(prun.tre,newdata=dat.k,type="class")
tab.t=table(dat.k$Breast.Cancer,pred.train)
err.t=l -(tab.t[ 1,1 ]+tab.t[2,2])/sum(tab.t)

all.err.t=rbind(all.err.t,err.t)
#### test error #####
pred.tre=predict(prun.tre,newdata=all[fold==k,],type="class")
tab=table(all$Breast.Cancer[fold==k],pred.tre)
err=l -(tab[ 1,1 ]+tab[2,2])/sum(tab)
all.err=rbind(all.err,err)
size=rbind(size,summary(prun.tre)$size)} }
m.err.t=tapply(all.err.t,size,mean) ## training error
m.err=tapply(all.err,size,mean)

##test error

print(m.err)
print(m.err.t)
m.err.t=tapply(all.err.t,size,mean) ## training error
m.err=tapply(all.err,size,mean)

##test error

sz=as.numeric(names(table(size)))
set.err.all[ 1:length(sz),N]=m.err
set.size.all[ 1:length(sz),N]=sz
diff=m.err-c(m.err[-1] ,0)
diff=round(diff[ -length(diff) ], 8)
szd=sz[-l]
set.diff.all[ 1:length(szd),N]=diff
set.sized.all[ 1:length(szd),N]=szd
cum.diff=diff
for(i in 2:length(szd)){ cum.diff[i]=cum.diff[i-l]+diff[i]}
set.cum.all[ 1:length(szd),N]=cum.diff}
#.# plot diff between test errors
plot(c(set.sized.all[set.sized.all!=0 & set.sized.all!=13]),c(set.cum.all[set.sized.all!=0 &
set.sized.all!=13]), type="p", axes=F, ylab="Error rate difference", xlab="Tree
size",cex.lab=1.5)
z=c("2,3","3,4","4,5","5,6","6,7","7,8","8,9","9,10","10,11","11,12")
axis(2,cex.axis=l .4)
axis(l, 3:12,z,cex.axis=.9)
box()
#points(c(set.cum.all[set.sized.all!=0 & set.sized.all!=13]))
cum.diff=tapply(set.cum.all[set.sized.all!=0 &
set.sized.all!=13],set.sized.all[set.sized.all!=0 & set.sized.all!=13],mean)
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sz.diff=as.numeric(names(table(set.sized.all[set.sized.all!=0 & set.sized.all!=13])))
lines(sz.diff,cum.diff)
points(sz.diff,cum.diff,pch=18,col=2)
##### plot test error and size ####
plot(size,all.err,type="p")
points(size,m.err,pch=20,col=4)
lines(size,m.err,col=2)
#### plot test and training error with size ###
size=as.numeric(names(table(size)))
plot(size,m.err.t,col=3,type="l",ylab="error rate")
points(size,m.err.t)
lines(size, m.err,col=2)
points(size,m.err)
## plot diff between test errors
diff=m.err-c(m.err[-1],0)
diff=round(diff[-length(diff)],5)
sz=size[-l]
plot(diff, type="l", axes=F, ylab="Error rate difference", xlab="Tree size",cex.lab= 1.5)
z=c("2,3","3,4","4,5","5,6","6,7","7,8","8,9","9,10","10,11","11,12","12,13")
axis(l, l:ll,z,cex.axis= l.l )
axis(2,cex.axis=l .4)
box()
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